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THE FINDINGS IN THIS REPORT ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS AN OFFICIAL 
NASA POSITION, UNLESS SO DESIGNATED BY OTHER AUTHORIZED DOCUMENTS. 
THE FOLLOWING REPORT IS FROM A DISSERTATION SUBMITTED BY JOSEPH K. 
BERRY TO THE GRADUATE FACULTY OF COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY IN 
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FOREWORD 
This is the third volume in a final report series describing 
work compl eted under Proj ect NAS 9-14467. The overall obj edi ves of 
the project are concerned with.applying canopy reflectance modeling 
to signature extension tasks for wheat identification. This effort 
supports the LACIE program .. Mr. T. Barnett is overall technical 
monitor of the project. Mr. M. McEwen is technical monitor for the 
Field Measurements Program. 
Volume I presents the multiplicative and additive coefficient 
matrices for a linear sun-angle correction approach. These coeffi-
cient tables are calculated using either measured empirical canopy 
reflectance functions or model derived data. These values are then 
incorporated inco an atmospheric radiation transfer model. The 
dependence of the coefficient matrices on crop stage, crop type, and 
canopy directional reflectance variations is reviewed. Finally, a 
method for inferring leaf area index, an intrinsic scene characteristic, 
from canopy reflectance is discussed. 
Volume II presents the basic data and computer programs us~d in 
the study. A brief review of the radiometric and geometric data 
collection procedures is also given. In particular, two recent methods 
developed by the investigators for determining plant geometry are 
discussed. These include the Fourier diffraction and multiple view 
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angle approvch. The data compilation consists of canopy reflectance 
Leaf-Area-Indites, and leaf slope distributions for four wheat crop 
development stages at Garden City, Kansas. 
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ABSTRACT OF THESIS 
EXTRACTING SCENE FEATURE VECTORS THROUGH MODELING 
The science of Remote Sensing has traditionally been involved 
with the identification of objects and materials, through varia-
tions in electromagnetic fields. More recent developments have 
extended this research into inferrences about target status or con-
dition. The development of relationships used in estimating scene 
status has been primarily based on empir"ical study. This report 
represents a different approach, in that it util izes computer mod-
eling in the development of a data base expressing the relationships 
under investigation. 
The specific area of research is the remote estimation of leaf 
area index of wi nter wheat at Fi nney County, Kansas. The procedure 
deve loped consi sts of three acti vi ti es : 1) fi el d meas'"rements; 
2) model simulations; and 3) response classifications. The first 
activ"ity is designed to identify mod!'l input parameters and develop 
a model evaluation data set. A stochastic plant canopy reflectance 
model is employed to simulate reflectance in the LANDSAT bands as a 
function of leaf area index for two phenological stages. An atmos-
pheric model is used to translate these surface reflectances into 
simulated satellite radiance. A divergence classifier determines 
the relative similarity between nlodel derived spectral responses and 
those of areas with unknown leaf area index. The unknown areas are 
assigned the index associated with the closest model response. 
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This research demonstrated that the SRVC canopy reflectance 
model is appropriate for wheat scenes and that broad categories 
of leaf area index can be inferred from the procedure developed in 
this study. The evaluation data set was insufficient for testing 
the procedure's accuracy in predicting specific in~ices. 
Other significant contributions of the study include the devel-
opment and refinement of two field techniques for assessing leaf 
angle distribution, and the presentation of an empirical data set 
containing enVirOnrTLI1.al factors, intrinsic scene parameters and 
canopy refl ectance: fo)' a s ingl e area throughout two phenol og i ca 1 
stages. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
An enduring characteristic of man is his earnest efforts to 
domesticate his environment. This process of modifying wildland 
conditions in order to benefit mankind is predicated on his ability 
to survey the earth ISS urface; in order to 1 earn about its res our-
ces and thus manage them better. Qu~stions as to how this informa-
tion can be derived and the mechanisms necessary to extract it have 
fostered the establishment of the field of remote sensing. 
Remote sensing is the science of acquiring information about 
material objects from a distance. This process involves tllo prin-
cipal activities: 1) the procurement of physical measurements; and 
2) the translation of these data into useful information about ob-
jects. In remote sensing, physical information may be transmitted 
to the observer either through force fi e 1 ds or e 1 ectromagneti c 
fields; in particular, through the spectral, spatial, and temporal 
vari ati ons of these fi e 1 ds. Therefore, in order to deri ve useful 
information from these field variations, one must be able to 
- measure the variations and 
- relate these measurements to those of known 
objects or materials. 
Of the two types of fields, electromagnetic fields provide the great-
est contemporary use. In particular, the visible and near infrared 
portions of the electromagnetic spectrum dominate the science of 
remote sensi I1g. The remai nder of thi s paper is confi ned to fi el ds 
r , 
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of this type, and procedures for translating these data into infor-
mation about the status of the target. 
Previous development of the methodologies for relating physical 
measurements to informatlon, have been principally based on empiri-
cal studies. These investigations correlate measured changes in 
one variable, or set of variables, to the induced changes in another 
set of variables. This study represents a different approach, in 
that it utilizes computer modeling in the development of a data base 
of the relationships under investigation. 
1.1 Statement of the Problem 
The principle hypot~esis of this study is: 
- Plant canopy reflectance and atmospheric modeling can 
be used to infer intrinsic scene geometry variables 
from spectral measurements. 
In dealing with this principle hypothesis tV/o sub-hypotheses can be 
identified: 
- Wheat canopy reflectance can be predicted by computer 
modeling both as a function of low and high plant 
densities and as a function of sun angle. 
- Low wheat density and high wheat density categories 
can be inferred from model data sets. 
The principle hypothesis stipulates that a procedure can be 
developed which utilizes modeling in relating composite scene spec-
tral measurements to tile geometric make-up of the scenb. The vari-
ab 1 es used to i denti fy i ntri ns i c scene geometry are: 1) 1 eaf a rea 
index (LAI), ~Ihich is a measure of plant density; 2) leaf angle 
distribution (LAD), which is a measure of plant orientation; and 
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3) spatial dispersion, which is a measure of foliage clumping. This 
study specifically involves relating wheat plant density (i.e., LAI) 
to spectral measurements. 
The two sub-hypotheses identify specific aspects involved in the 
development of the classification procedure. The first sub-hypothe-
sis deals with the validity of applying a canopy reflectance model to 
wheat. The second addresses the limits which can be tested for in-
ferring scene geometry through computer n~de1ing. 
The deve1opme~t of these hypotheses is an outgrowth of several 
previous investigations undertaken at Colorado State University. 
These studies can be divided into two broad categories: 1) canopy 
reflectance modeling; and 2) biomass mapping from spectral measure-
ments. The first category is represented by R. Oliver, J. Smith 
and the ?~thor's work in developing a stochastic canopy reflectance 
model tor natural grassland (Smith and Oliver, 1972, 1974). The 
study specifically addressed the development of a computer model 
which could account for bi-directiona1 effects of ~ef1ectance from 
a Blue Gramma canopy type. This orientation resulted in a primary 
concern for sun angle effects and canopy reflectance. 
The second category is represen~ed by J. Tucker's, R. Pearson's, 
L. Miller's and G. Johnson's studies into the inferrence of plant 
biomass from remote sensing data (Tucker, 1973; Pearson and Miller, 
1972, 1973; Johnson, 1975). Their studies again dealt with natural 
grass1 and canopy types. TucKer was primarily concerned with surface 
measurements, Pearson and Miller with aircraft data, and Johnson 
dealt with satellite data. 
J 
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The justification for merging the thrusts of these basic studies 
is the difficulty in obtaining and controlling empirical data rela-
ting canopy spectral variations and biomass. The modeling efforts 
have the potential of deriving data sets which effectively control 
the scene variables and provide a framework for field measurement 
activities. 
The vehicle for this study was a NASA sponsored project prin-
c;i pa lly concerned with the appl i cati on of the canopy refl ectance 
model in developing a wheat signature extension algorithm for sun 
angle. This was an applied project which Vias an extension of 
Colorado State University's earlier efforts in sun angle reflec-
tance variations. Oliver's earlier work had resulted in a canopy 
reflectance model which indicated the potential for simulating sun 
angle dependence. The NASA effort was designed to (1) apply the 
model to wheat and (2) develop a formal approach for sun angle cor-
rection algorithms. 
However, it was felt that the field measurement program could 
permit an initial evaluation of the capability of a modeling ap-
proach to infer intrinsic scene parameters (e.g., LAI). If the 
results warranted further study, this initial investigation could 
serve as a guide for a more applied, in-depth experiment. 
1. 2 Approach 
Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the approach used in this study. 
It consists of three primary activities: 1) field measurements; 
2) model simulations; and 3) leaf area index classification. The 
field measurements program was designed to determine the values of 
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FIGURE 1. THESIS APPROACH. The approach of the thesis consists of the 
general activities of Field Measurements, Model Simulation and Clas-
sification. 
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the input parameters for the canopy reflectance model and to Ineasure 
canopy reflectance for subsequent model calibration and evaluation. 
The model simulation activities resulted in a d~ta base incorpor-
ating spectral measurements as a function of leaf area index. The 
bdsic reflectance data was derived by executing the canopy reflec-
tance model with a nominal input data set, with systematically 
varying LAI. In addition, an evaluation of the model's performance 
was made. An atmospheric model was employed to translate both the 
field and model derived canopy reflectances into simulated satellite 
radiance. Sun angle corrections were made to the empirical data in 
order to make it compatible with the sun angle used in the canopy 
reflectance model. 
The final activity consisted of the actual classification of 
leaf area index from spectral measurements. This process involved 
the mathematical comparison of the spectral signature of an area 
in which LA! was to be determined, to each of the modeled signa-
tures. The leaf area index of the area was inferred to be the sa~e 
as that of the "closest" model derived signature. Several data 
transformations were employed in order to investigate alternative 
classification procedures. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
Th~ origanization of this paper follows the principle activities 
outlined above. The following section identifies other research 
which is related to this study. Sections 3.0 through 5.0 are con-
cerned with the field measurements program. These sections contain 
considerable discussion of the procedures used in asseSSing the leaf 
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angle distribution of a plant canopy. They are particularly signif-
icant as they describe and evaluate two new techniques developed 
during this study. 
Section 6.0 is concerned with the model simulation effort. A 
brief discussion is devoted to the concepts of the two models, and 
the results are presented and interpreted. Section 7.0 discusses 
the classification algorithm, and Section 8.0 reports the results 
of the classification for leaf area index. The final section sum-
marizes the conclusions which can be drawn from the study, and 
identifies areas of future research. 
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2.0 BACKGROUND 
The activities involved in this study can be grouped into t\~O 
broad categories: ground truth collection and extensive area map-
ping. The first category deals with the necessity to calibrate the 
canopy reflectance model with accurate estimates of leaf area index 
(LAI) and leaf angle distribution (LAD). Existing field techniques 
were inappropriate in thh application as they were either too 
tedious or yielded only approximate estimates. The second category 
is the association between targe~ status and remote sensing data. 
The bulk of previous research in this area has been empirically 
based, and has resulted in mixed success. 
2.1 Field Procedures for Estimating LAI and LAD 
The more traditional approach to assessing LAI and LAD of an in-
dividual plot is by direct measurement (Suits, 1972; Vanderbilt, 
1975; Oliver and Smith, 1973). The procedure involves first clip-
ping all of the plants within a small area, then recording their 
geometric parameters. The principal ~easurements include plant 
height, number of leaves, length and width of each leaf, and the 
series of angles from the horizontal used to approximate the leaf's 
curvature. From these measurements the plant surface area in the 
plot can be readily determined, which, in turn, can be directly 
translated into leaf area index. The leur angle distribution for 
the plot is estimated by calculating the normalized frequency of 
. I 
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(!ccurrance of each leaf inclination angle, weighted !:ly the length of 
the leaf segment forming the angle. The geometric parameters of an 
entire field are developed by averaging a representative number of 
plot statistics. 
The direct measurement method is potentially the most accurate. 
Hcwever, it has t\~O seri ous drawbacks. Fi rst, it is extremely te-
dious and time consuming, which tends to minimize the number of 
plants used in developing plot statistics. The second short-coming, 
which is not bound~d by experimentor fortitude, is ingrained in the 
non-ill situ procedure of measurement. The physical removal of the 
plants can greatly affect the estimate of LAD. Wilting and loss of 
true stem orientation are obvious problems. LAI assessment is par-
ticularly confounded by the necessary determination of discrete 
plot boundries. The principal advantage of the technique is its 
conceptual and mechanical simplicity. 
Variations of the direct measurement method include ocular es-
timate extension and the application of a surface area meter. The 
ocular or visual method of estimation requires the visual observa-
tion of several training plots by a technician (Pechanec and Pick-
ford, 1937). The LAI of these sacrifice plGts are then measured in 
order to refine the observer's estimations. After an adequate 
training period, the trained observer's estimations can be used to 
augment the direct measurements. This extension, however, suffers 
from human variations among estimators, is limited in spatial and 
temporal extent of the application, and does not directly character-
ize the vegetation. 
I -. 
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Another extensively used technique for determining canopy geome-
try is the point quadrat method (Goodall, 1952; Wilson, 1973; Kni9~t, 
1970). This method involves the calculation of LA! and LAD by de-
termining the average number of pin contacts \~ith the pl·)nt canopy 
for a slender, sharp-pointed rod oriented at a fixed angle with 
reference to the ground surface. The average number of contacts 
for several pin-angles are then substituted into derived linear 
equations relating LA! and the leaf inclination angle to the fre-
, . 
quency of contact. The primary advantage of the pOint quadrat 
technique is its ~ situ nature, which minimizes plot disturbance. 
The major disadvantages are the substantial amount of time involved 
in characterizing each sample plot and sensitivity of the derived 
equations to genetic, environmental and phenological changes. A 
more detdiled discussion of the technique is presented in Section 
5.0. 
Two other field methods of LA! determination warrant brief 
consideration. They are direct measurement by a capacitance meter 
(Fletcher and Robinson, 1956) and dry weight of plant material es-
timation (Harlan, 1976). Iloth procedures are driven by changes in 
biomass, which can be converted to LA! estimates through a double-
sampling method described by Wilson (1963). 
Capacitance meters meaSiJre the mass of the vegetation between 
two or more metallic probes of a specially designed capacitor \-,hich 
are inserted into the plant canopy. The meter utilizes the s-ignif-
icant differences bet~,een the dielectric constant of air k"l), and 
that of water (E~.80). As the density of plant material increases, 
leaf water present in the vegetation increases, which yields higher 
r r 
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capacitance readings. These readings must be calibrated for varying 
specif~s composition and environmental conditions. The pril"ary ad-
vantages of this method include simplicity of use and ~.situ measure-
ment. The primary disadvantage is the induced experimental error 
calJsed by the variations in soil I'later in the near-surface soil 
layers. 
The dry wei ght procedure attempts to develop a regress i on re 1 a-
tionship between plant surface area and dry weight. Like the capac-
itance method, this technique is sensitive to changes in composition 
and conditions, and t~erefore requires frequent calibration. 
2.2 Spectral Methods for Estimating Biomass 
Spectro-optica1 methods for assessing vegetation biomass have 
Deen studied by several investigators. The research activities can 
be divided into two related camps. Those which concentrate on ground 
level canopy spectral reflectance (Pearson and Miller, 1973; Tucker, 
1973), and those based on elevated platform scene radiance (Maxwell, 
1975; Johnson, 1975; Miller and Pearson, 1971). These empirical 
studies involve the development of predicting equations through the 
joint consideration of spectral response and bio~ass of individual 
study plots. 
A fundamental assumption is that the electromagnetic energy stri-
king a plant canopy is, in part, spectrally modified by the biomass 
present in the scene. It is further assumed that this uniqu ·0ding 
can be decoupled from random signr1 moise, and is sufficient infor-
mation for biomass classification. This contention is closely re-
lated to the hypothesis under study in this report. The salient 
! 
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difference between the previous investigations and this one is in 
their methodologies. The earlier studies utilized empirical methods 
to develop predictive relationships, whereas this study employs 
model derived data to capture the information. Another important 
difference is the type of target under study. Whereas earlier 
studies dealt with natural grasslands, this stUdy concentrates on 
a monoculture. 
The results of the ground based investigations have been success-
fu1 in relating spectral reflectance of natural grasslands to esti-
mates of biof,lass. Classification of biomass from elevated pl atforms 
(aircraft and satellite) has been relatively less successful (Maxwell 
1975; Johnson 1975). A major reason for this is the inability of the 
researchers to effectively control the composition of their study 
plots. As the altitude of the sensor increases, the area within 
the field of view also increases, which tends to increase the heter-
ogeneity of the natural scene. The result is that the differences 
in responses that are presumed to be driven by variations in biomass 
alone. may be, in part, a function of species composition and canopy 
status. 
Another contributing factor to the increased difficulty of using 
elevated platforms is the enlarged band\-/idth of the sensors. As 
the altitude is increased, atmospheric effects tend to rapidly at-
tenuate and degrade the signal. In order to maintain a strong signal 
the spectral bandwidth is increased, thereby increasing the total 
ener'gyreaching the sensor. This design has the affect of averaging 
the spectral signature, and conceals some of the potential narrow-
band information. 
, 
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3.0 DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION 
~.l General Description 
The field measurements activity presented in this report was sup-
ported by the National Aeronautical and Space Agency (NASA), in con-
nection with its Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE). The 
entire field mea~urement program is ongoing and involves several 
research institutions. Among the principle groups participating in 
the data acquisition reported in this study were Colorado State 
University, Texas A & M University, Purdue University, the Envircn-
mental Research Institute of Michigan, Earth Observations Division 
of NASA, and the U.S.D.A. Crop Rf~orting Service. The program's 
acti viti es were di vi ded between an extens i ve empi ri ca 1 i nvesti ga-
tion of the field spectral signatures for wheat and several related 
crops, and the measurement of intrinsic wheat scene reflectance 
variables. 
Two study sites were selected; one in Finney County, Kansas, 
vlhich typifies a I'linter wheat region, and a second in :'!illiams 
county, North Dakota, which is representative of spring wheat. The 
necessity for two sites is based on the dramatic differences in ap-
pearance between the two groups of wheat, as governed by fundamental 
differences in crop development patterns and structure. In addition 
to this genetic stratification, periodic measurements were made to 
~~rrespond to the major phenological stages in the crop's development. 
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Only a portion of this vast data set is utilized in this report. 
The data is from the Finney County site during the March 20 and 
April 23 recording periods, which correspond to the tillering and 
heading stages of winter wheat. Appendix A presents these data. 
Figures 2 and 3 are descriptive photographs of these periods. The 
striking differences between the total amount of plant cover in each 
should be readily apparent. Less obvious is the change in the leaf 
angle distribution toward a more erect canopy in April. Other sub-
tle changes in the intrinsic parameters include a drying out of the 
soil (lighter color) and a slight decline in over-all leaf vigor 
(incipient chorolysis) in the tY'ansition from the tillering to 
heading stages. 
3.2 Field Measurement Procedures 
The field measurement procedures usee in this report can be sub-
divided into radiometric and geometric methods depending on 11hether 
they are involved with the est.imate of optical or geometric intrin-
sic variables. The former group includes measurements of canopy and 
soil reflectance, global and sky irradiance, and individual leaf 
transmission. The geometric procedures include an estimate of leaf 
area index (LAI) and leaf angle distribution (LAD). The format for 
discussing the data collection process adheres to the actual sequen-
cing of activities used in the field. 
All of the modeliny directed data was collected from a single 
field. As the method for assessing plant surface area was destruc-
tive, a new serip< of plots had to be established for each reporting 
period. Plot selection involved tile establishment of three 2' by 2' 
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FIGURE 2. f-1ARCH FIELD MEASUREMENT SIT E. Rela -
tively low plant density typlif ied the March 
field meas urements . A pronounced "rowing" ef-
fect betl'leen bare so i 1 and vegetation was pres-
ent. 
FIGURE 3. APRIL FIELD MEASUREMENT SITE . A sub-
stantia l increase in plant density, c~npared 
to the March period, was present during the 
April fie ld measu rements . 
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plots throughout the field, which were chosen to typify the expected 
variance in the field. A rigorous statistically based sampling de-
sign was not used because of the minimal number of plots involved. 
It was felt that an experiencect agronomist could more effectively 
mentally assess the field and position the plots. A 2' by 2' con-
figuration was chosen for two reasons: 1) it allowed for the con-
sideration of two adjacent rows (drill spacing was approximately 
10"); and 2) it enti re ly bounded the fi el d of vi ew of the radi ometer 
used to record canopy reflectance. The objective of this design and 
positioning was to identify plots which could be intensively des-
cribed. 
3.2.1 Radiometric Measurements 
Following the establishment of the sample plots, canopy reflec-
tance measurements were made for the remai nder of the day, or until 
cloud cover became excessive. The determination as to whether atmos-
pheric conditions were acceptable was primarily subjective, however, 
if repeated measurements of global irradiance fluctuated by more 
than 15%, it ~Ias a clear indication that radiometric measurements 
should cease. 
All of the radiometric data were collected using a LANDSAT 
radiometer commercially available through EXOTECH, INC. (Figure 4). 
This instrument is a portable, battery powered radiometer 11hich 
uses interference filters to measure the signal in the discrete 
wavelength bands of .5-.6, .6-.7, .7-.8, ~nd .8-1.1pm wavelength. 
The first two bands are sensitive to the green and red portion of 
visible light respectively, whereas the latter two bands record 
r , 
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responses at the sl ight1y longer wavelengths in the reflective infra-
red region of the electromagnetic spectrum. These bands correspond 
to those aboard the LANDSAT-B satellite currently in orbit. The 
only modificatio,i inst"lled on the factory unit was to convert the 
normal analog readout to a digital display in order to simplify man-
ual recording. 
The operating procedure for determining canopy reflectance in-
vo1ved taking a set of readings for each wavelength band from a barium 
sulfate coated standard, then from the wheat canopy itself. The high-
ly reflective and diffusing standard affords a measure of the total 
irradiance impinging on the scene, while the canopy measure identifies 
the portion of that en::!rgy which is reflected from a target. The in-
strument's design employs a silicon cell detector positioned behind 
an interference filter and focusing optics. The ratio of the energy 
coming off the canopy to the total irradiance (outgOing/incoming) is 
defined as the reflectance of the scene for the given conditions. 
During a single "set-up" over one of the plots, four canopy re-
flectance "observations" would be collected. These included two 
instrument positionings centered over a row, and two centered between 
rows. This multiple sampling was required as there is a separate 
aperture for each detector, which results in each having a slightly 
different porti on of the canopy in its fi e 1 d of vi e\'{. By averagi ng 
the four readings most of the variance due to crop rowing could be 
eliminated. A complete set of canopy reflectance measurements for a 
recording period was accomplished by rotating between the three plots, 
with a typical day consisting of twelve "set-ups" (Figure 5). 
""~'""T" .. "~~"~""" 
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Also included at each set-up was a measure of the relative propor-
tions of direct solar and diffuse sky irradiance. The procedure en-
tailed obtaining readings of a fully exposed reflectance standard 
and then shading the standard. The unshaded measurement represents 
total global irradiance, while the shaded reading estimates the dif-
fuse sky component. The difference between the two identifies the 
direct solar contribution. Periodically during the radiometric 
measurement period, the reflectance for bare soil in the immediate 
vicinity would be obtained in a manner similar to canopy reflectance 
determination. 
The final radiometric variable to be measured in the field was 
the actual spectral transmission of several individual leaves. An 
attempt was made to sample healthy green 1 eaves, ch 1 oroti c (yell DIv-
ing), and dead material whenever convenient. A special attachment 
to the LANDSAT radiometer was designed and constructed at Purdue 
University which enabled the direct measurement of leaf transmission 
(Figure 6). The device consists of a short cylinder (barrel), a 
sphere, and two interlocking flat disks with small slots cut in the~;. 
The sphere is internally coated with barium sulfate reflectance 
paint and contains a blocking baffel to prevent the passage of direct 
solar radiation, thereby, insuring only diffuse ract~ation at the de-
tector. The entire apparatus fits over a single sensor port and 
must be shifted for measurements in each of the four bands. 
The sequence of operational steps begins \",ith the al ignment of 
the unit toward the sun through the use of a pinhole type sight on 
the side of the barrel assembly. Once in alignment, an unobstructed 
aperture reading is taken. The leaf is then inserted between the 
r , 
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two disks, so as to completely obscure the slots, and securely locked 
in place. A second reading is made which represents the proportion 
of light transmitted through the leaf. The ratio of the second read-
ing to the first determines the faction of the total incident energy 
in a band which is transmitted through the leaf. 
Constituent transmission measurements could not be made for the 
March and April periods under study in this report. An estimate of 
this measure was made by using the green leaf transmission obtained 
during the May field session. The large proportion of green leaves 
noted during the LAI measurAments of both periods tends to support 
this data substitution. Also inherent in this procedure is the as-
sumption that healthy green leaves at one crop development stage 
exhibit similar optical properties as those in another stage. The 
close agreement between model prediction and field measurement in-
dicates that this was a reasonable assumption for the plots used in 
this study. 
Individual green leaf reflectance was approximated by setting 
these values equal to the measured transmission values. This rela-
tionship of constituent transmission and reflectance for healthy 
green leaves being nearly equal, holds for most plant ty~es. A 
study by Gausman (1971) shows a similar relationship in the wheat 
plants they studied. A problem in the applicati0n of this assump-
tion was encountered for constituent measurements in band 7 (.9 -
l.lpm). The average transmission value was calculated as 54.6~. In 
order to conserve mathematical integrity, both transmission and re-
fl ectance values were set at 49.5;,. A s peci a 1 attachment for the 
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LANDSAT radiometer which directly measures constituent reflectance 
is currently being designed, and should be in use during the 1976 
field season. 
3.2.2 Geometric Measurements 
Field measurement of plant surface area in each plot involved a 
tedious procedure in which the one-sided surface area of all the 
living plant material in the 2' by 2' plot was determined. The ratio 
of the total one-sided surface area of all photosynthetically active 
leaves to a unit area of ground defines leaf area index. This measure 
can be easily conceptualized by imagining a tall rectangular box being 
dropped edge-Ivi se over' the canopy, I'/i thout any di sturbance. The tota 1 
one-sided surface area of all living plant material (stalks or leaves) 
encased in the imaginary box, divided by the surface area of the bot-
tom edge of the box defines leaf area index as used in this report. 
The first step in determining LAI was to remove all standing mat-
erial within each plot. An assumption was made that equal amounts of 
plant material extended into, as out of, the plot. This simplified 
the extraction task by limiting consideration to only those plants 
whose bases were within the plot boundary. The bagged material was 
transported to an appropriate facility for surface area measurement. 
A portable Lamda Surface Area Meter (Lamda Instrument Corporation) 
was utilized for direct measurement of leaf surface area. The instru-
ment consists of a rechargeable power supply, digital readout, and de-
tector head (Figure 7). The detector head contains a six inch long 
bank of photo cells and a matching bank of light sources. As a leaf 
is passed between the sources and detectors, the leaf will 'interdict 
( I 
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FIGURE 4. LANDSAT RADIOt~ETE R. 
The field radiometer used i n 
this study is sen;iti ve to 
four broad wavelength bands 
in the visibl e and near in-
frared portions of the elec-
trome~netic spectrum . 
FIGURE 6. LEAF TRANSMISSION 
ATTACHMENT. A s,ecial at-
tachment to the LANDSAT 
fi e 1 d radi ometer was con-
structed to determine indi-
vidual leaf transmission. 
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FIGURE 5. FIELD MEASUREMENTS 
OF CANOPY REFLECTANCE . Al-
ternating radi ance readings 
fr om the \·,hea t canopy and a 
barium sulfa te coated ref-
erence detennined canopy 
refl ectance. 
FIGURE 7. SURFAC E AREA ~ETER. 
The sl,rface area of plant 
mater ," was determined by 
passiny the mater ial in an 
acetate carrier through the 
photo sensitive detector of 
the ins t rumen t. 
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some of the light paths, thereby indicating the total width of all 
plant material in the instrument at a point in time. The total 
surface area is the summation of all the areas of the rectangular 
segments formed by the instrument's descrete sampling, as the mat-
erial is pulled through the detector head. 
The procedure first involves separating all of the plant mater-
ial in each field plot into live and dead components. The surface 
area of all the living material was then measured using the surface 
area meter. The ratio of the total leaf surface area to the surface 
area of the field plot identified the leaf area index of the plot. 
In most cases, the determination of L~I consumed an entire day 
for each plot. The field measurement techniques for estimating leaf 
angle distribution proved much more expeditious. THO techniques were 
employed. The Fredholm method is based on a series of off-angle 
photographs of the wheat canopy (Figure 8). This method could only 
be used during the March 20th period, as it requires a relatively 
low plant density. The actual field procedure consists of taking 
color slides at 0, la, 20, 30, 40 and 50 degrees off-normal; both 
witil and perpendi cul ar to the di recti on of crop rOVls. 
The Fourier technique requires several horizontal field photo-
graphs of a thin portion of the plant canopy, silhouetted against a 
white backdrop (Figure 9). Ten inch squares were drawn on the back-
drop to facilitate procedures involved in data reduction. A com-
plete set of photographs for a plot consisted of three photos taken 
perpendicular to the field's rows and three aligned \~iti1 the direc-
tion of rowing. Fourier diffraction analysis, as explained later, 
was then applied to the images. 
( 
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FIGURE 8. FREDHO LM FICLD TECHr IQUE. The field 
procedure for the Fredho lm method consis ts of 
a series of multipl e vie~ angle ohotog raphs 
of the plant can opy. 
FIGURE 9. FOURIER FIELD TECHN IQUE . The Four ier 
f ield procedure consists of orthogona l pa i rs 
of silhouetted photographs. 
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3.3 Field Data Reduction 
A computer program was developed which analyzes the field radio-
metric measurements and calculates the simple canopy reflectance, 
soil reflectance, direct to total irradiance ratio, and constituent 
transmission. This information was combined with the d'~rived leaf 
area indices for each plot and inferred constituent reflectance to, 
yield a data base stratified by field plot and phenological stage. 
The determination of leaf angle distribution, however, required sub-
stantial additional data reduction. The remainder 0f this section 
discusses the procedures involved in this process, whereas the fol-
lowing sections describe the theoretical framework and evaluation oi 
the techniques employed. 
The technique for assessing leaf angle distribution which utilizes 
multiple off-angle photographs of the plant canopy was recently de-
veloped by R. Oliver and J. Smith (1974). This procedure solves a 
Fredholm integral to estimate LAD, and has been tenned the "Fredholm 
techni que." 
In general terms the Fredholm algorithm capitalizes on the readily 
observable phenomenon of increasing apparent plant density with in-
creasing view angles. This response is primarily due to the dimin-
ishing probability of foliage gap (seeing through the canopy to the 
soi 1) with views nearer to the horizon. When looking straight dOl-m 
the scene is marbled with patches of bare soil and dead material. As 
the line of sight becomes more glancing, more of the live plant mater-
ial dominates the scene. The surface area of the standing material 
projected in the direction of the camera, increases as view angle in-
creases. The rate and pattern of this increase in projected surface 
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area serves as infonnation for the Fredholm integral estinlation of 
a canopy's leaf angle distribution. 
The data reduction procedure involved with this technique re-
quires the detennination of percent foliage cover in each off-angle 
photo. This was accomplished by overlaying a transparent dot grid 
on each print and recording the proportion of dots which did not in-
tersect a foliage element. The probability of gap in each of the 
photographs serves as input to a computer algorithm which estimates 
the distribution of angles in the plant canopy. 
It should be apparent that the Fredholm technique is inappro-
priate for dense canopiGs. At the extreme, the canopy can become 
so dense as to prohibit any foliage gaps, even vlhen viewed from the 
vertical. 
A radi ca lly di ffere~ t procedure had to be developed for assess i ng 
LAD at crop development stages with relatively high plant densities. 
Fundamental to its methodology is the optical generat~on of a Fourier 
diffraction pattern, which resulted in its being termed the "Fourier 
technique" . 
This method consists of two fundamental steps. The first step 
involves the determination of the distribution of angles fonned by 
the foliage elements in a pair of orthogonal projections of a plant 
canopy. The two distributions are established by sampling the angu-
lar bias of the diffraction patterns generated from the orthogonal 
projections. These diffraction patterns can be conceptualized as a 
statistical summary of all the orientations and arrangements in the 
original scene. The second major step involves the mathematical 
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convolution of the two planner distributions of angles into an es-
timate of the canopy's 3-space leaf angle distribution. 
The operational steps involved in the Fourier technique's 
data reduction begins with the generation of diffraction patterns for 
each of the silhoutted photographs (Figure 10). This is accomplished 
by placing the 35mm negative of the scene into the diffractometer as 
shown in Figures 11 and 12. The resulting diffraction pattern is 
photographed (Figure 13). Experinentation proved that high contrast 
black and white film \~as best for all the photography invol ved I~ith 
this technique. 
The angular bias of the 35mm negative of the diffraction pattern 
is then sampled with a photo cell densitometer (Figure 14). A l'ledge 
blocking filter is attached to the detector which limits its field of 
view to a pie shaped wedge emanating from the center of the diffrac-
tion pattern. As the ~Iedge filter is rotated, the intp.nsity of 
light passing through the negative is recorded for the sl'ccessive 
"pie slices". The measured distribution of angles in the diffrac-
ti on patte:"n acts as input to a computer program (program PROP, des· 
Lribed in Appendix C) which calculates the distribution of leaf 
angles in the original scene (Figure 15). 
The final step invol ves the execution of another computer Drogra:" 
(program CONVOL, described in Appendix C) which uses the distribution 
of leaf angles in two orthogonal projections in estimating the 3-space 
angle distribution of the canopy. 
• I 
FIGURE 10 . FOUR IER FIELD 
PHOTOGr.APH. The "input" in 
the generation of an optical 
diffraction pattern is a 35mm 
high contrast negative of 
si l houet ted plants. 
FIGURE 12. INPUT PLACEMENT IN 
DIFFRACTOMETER . The field 
negative is positioned be-
bleen the LASER and t he 
fi rst 1 ens. 
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FIGURE 11. LASER DIFFRACTO-
METER. The optical diffra c-
tion pattern of the "input" 
is displayed on the screen 
at the end of the opti cal 
bench . 
FIGURE 13. WHEAT DIFFRACTION 
PATTERN. A diffraction pa t-
tern can be conceptualized as 
~ sta tistical summary of all 
the orientations and spacings 
in the "input". 
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FIGURE 14 . DIFFRACTION PATTERN SAMPLING. A 
photo sensitive probe with a wedge filter is 
rotJted around the diffraction pattern, while 
Ulscrete readings are made . 
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FIGURE 15 . WHEAT DISTRIBUTION OF ANGLES. A 
computer program analyzes the diffraction 
pattern sampling data to infer the distri-
bution of angles in the "input". 
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4.0 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF LAD FIELD TECHNIQUES 
The development of field techniques for assessing the leaf angle 
distribution of a plant canopy is a major effort of this study. The 
methods used by previous investigators yield incomplete data or are 
time consuming. This section is designed to familiarize the reader 
with the two new procedures employed. Considerable emphasis is given 
to the Fourier technique, as it was developed during this study. Min-
imal attention is directed toward the theoretical foundation of the 
Fredholm technique, as it is aptly discussed in the report by Oliver 
and Smith (1974). A sensitivity analysis of the technique, however, 
is presented in order to identify its more important aspects. 
4.1 The Fredholm Technique 
The Fredholm technique utilizes the rate and pattern of the in-
crease in projected surface area noted at mUltiple view angles of a 
plant canopy, to infer the leaf angle distribution of the canopy. A 
relatively errect canopy will exhibit a slow progression of increasing 
plant projected surface area as the view angle is increased towards 
the horizon. An inflection point in the trend is usually observed. 
An opposite trend and pattern is noted for a flat canopy. 
The proportion of gap, PO(er ), as a function of view angle is de-
pendent on the mean canopy projection in the direction of view, aver-
aged over all foliage elements. Several explicit expressi·ons of this 
functional dependence are given in the literature (Nilson, 1971). For 
example: 
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P (e ) = e-LAI g(er ) sec er o r (1) 
where g(e r ) is the mean canopy projection in the direction er ; and 
LAI is the leaf area index. Given a measured PO(6), we can then in-
vert the expression to derive g(e r ). 
This mean canopy projection in direction g(er ) can then be rela-
ted to the leaf slope distribution f(ea) via a Fredholm integral equa-
tion of the· first king (Oliver and Smith, 1974); g(er ) = !~/2K(e,ea) 
f(e)de, where the kernel K(e,e
a
) takes a different form depending on 
whether ea ~~ -er or ea > i - er. A numerical solution to this 
equation, given a measured Po(er ), has been implemented in FORTRAN, 
and is pres~nted in the ~rticle by Oliver and Smith. 
4.1.1 Sensitivity Analysis of the Fredholm Technique 
The sensitivity analysis procedure developed for understanding the 
Fredholm technique is unique, as it studies the effects of changes in 
an input vector on an output vector. Classical sensitivity analysis 
involves incremental perturbations to a single variable of a complex 
model, while noting the induced changes in the model's prediction. 
This relationship is usually expressed in graphical form as a percent 
change in the output verses the percent change in the input (all 
other input variables are set at nominal values). 
In the case under study, a methodology had to be derived which al-
lows for control over the incremental changes in the input vector, 
and enables a description of the output vector changes. Figure 16 
is a general flow chart of the procedure used. The probability of 
foliage gap in multiple view angle photos (p(GAP» forms a nineteen 
element input vector to the Fredholm algorithm. The first element 
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FIGURE 16. APPROACH TO FREDHOLM SENSITIVITY ANALY~IS. Regression equations for 
both the input and output vectors constituted the basis of the approach. 
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identifies the probability of gap from a vertical view, with the re-
maining elements defining off-angle views to the horizontal in incre-
ments of five degrees. Actual physical changes in canopy leaf angle 
distributions (LAD) are characterized in unique changes in the P(GAP) 
vector. The sensitivity analysis of the Fredholm technique investi-
gates the responsiveness of the algorithm to controlled changes in 
this input vector. 
The proceJure begins with the fitting of a nominal input vector 
with a prediction equation (Figure 17). A perturbated data set is 
constructed by inducing scaler, rotational and translational shifts 
through uniform changes in each parameter of the prediction equation 
(Figure 18). The model is then run with each of the artificial in-
put vectors, and the output noted. 
The analysis of the output involves a procedure similar to that 
of generating the perturbed data sets. The model is executed with a 
nominal input vector, and a prediction equation is fit to its output. 
A gross analysis of the model's sensitivity is obtained by plotting 
the average percent deviation from the nominal output associated with 
the percent change in the input vector. Figure 19 shows this result 
for the three types of modifications. Note that the Fredholm tech-
nique is most sensitive to translational shifts in the p(GAP) vector, 
and nearly insensitive to scaler shifts. 
Before this analysis can be meaningful, physical factors must be 
identified with each form of input modification. An upward scaler 
shift in the P(GAP) vector implies that the probability of seeing 
soil in all of the multiple angle views is increased. This effect 
could most likely arise by an overall decrease in plant density, 
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as measured by the leaf area index. Clockwise rotation of the input 
vector results in an increase in the probability of soil at the more 
vertical View-angles, with a simultaneous decrease at the more hor-
izontal views. This effect is most likely the result of the canopy's 
LAD becoming more vertically biased. Translational shifts represent 
relative plant dispersion and spacing which are driven by complex 
interactions of both LAI and LAD. It can be generalized, therefore, 
that the Fredholm technique is most sensitive to changes in canopy 
dispersion and LAD, and relatively insensitive to LAI, until plant 
cover becomes extremely dense. 
Figures 20 through 22 show the type and magnitude of the induced 
effect on the model's output. The "a" and "b" curves identify scaler 
and rotational shifts in the output vector (LAD), respectively. In 
'""'~; flO" 
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general, it can be stated that all three types of input vector mod- I 'i 
ifications (scale, rotation, and translation), manifest themselves 
primarily in "a" factor shifts of the predicted LAD vector. As this 
vector is renormalized in the actual Fredholm algorithm, a purely 
scaler shift in LAD is not possible. However, an increase in the "a" 
factor does indicate a bias towards smaller inclination angles and a 
flattening of the slope of the LAD vector. 
The "b" parameter best describes the relative form of the leaf 
angle distribution. A large positive "b" indicates a steep slope, 
which in turn, implies an erect canopy. In reviewing Figures 20 
through 22, it is apparent that translational and rotational shifts 
dominate the determination of the slope of the output vector. Spe-
Cifically, counter-clockwise rotation of the P(GAP) vector results 
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in an increase in the "b" parameter. The movement of the inflection 
point to the lower view angles generates a similar response. 
In summary, the Fredholm model's prediction of leaf angle distri-
bution is most responsive to rotational and translational shifts in 
the P(GAP) input vector. Clockwise rotation of the p(GAP) vector 
is principally the result of a flattening of the foliage's inclina-
tion angles, and results in the LAD's. bias towards the smaller 
angles. Movement of the P(GAP) vector's characteristic inflection 
pOint to the left implies a complex condition (dependent on both 
LAI and LAD), where the projected surfaces of the fo 1 i age elements 
tend to become rapidly obscured at smaller view angles. This condi-
tion denotes LAD's bias towards the larger inclination angles. 
4.2 The Fourier Technique 
The Fourier technique involves the mathematical convolution of the 
distributions of angles for two or more orthogonal horizontal projec-
tions of a plant canopy to infer the three-space leaf angle distri-
bution. In discussing this method, the physical process generating 
diffraction patterns is first presented, followed by discussions on 
the mechanics of sampling the patterns and the theoretical basis of 
convoluting the orthogonal distributions of angles. 
4.2.1 Fundamentals of Optical Diffraction Patterns 
Diffraction patterns result from the diffraction of light rays 
and their subsequent unique interference patterns. Diffraction re-
fers to the bending of waves around an obstacle. Interference is an 
effect that occurs when two . 'aves of equal frequency are superimposed. 
If, at the point of meeting, two waves are in phase (vibrating in 
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unison, and the crest of one coinciding with the crest of another), 
they combine to form a new wave of the same frequency and a larger 
amplitude equal to the sum of the amplitudes of the original waves 
(Figur~23). This effect is termed constructive interference. 
If two waves meet out of phase (crest of one coinciding with a 
trough of the other), the result is a wave whose amplitude is the 
difference of the original amplitudes. The counterpart process is 
termed destructive interference. If the original ~Iaves have equal 
amplitudes and meet out of phase, they can be conceptualhed as 
completely destroying each other; leaving no wave at all. Purely 
destructive interference, therefore, produces a dark spot, while 
constructive interference produces a bright spot. Partial construc-
tive or destructive interference results whenever the waves have an 
intermediate phase relationship. 
The process generating diffraction patterns involves optical 
diffraction and interference (Dobrin, 1968; Goodman, 1968). The 
diffraction of light as it passes edges, uniquely changes the phasing 
of light waves, thereby altering the interference relationships fonn-
ing the diffraction pattern. As the relationships lIf the edges 
change, a corresponding change is induced in the interference pattern. 
Figure 24 schematically shows this fundamental process. 
Stable diffraction patterns can only be generated if the phasing 
of the light rays fonning them are not constantly changing. This 
stable condition is tenned coherent. Most light is non-coherent, as 
the radiation from different atoms, acting as light sources, are con-
stantly changing their relative phase relationships. An ordinary 
light source radiates light of mixed wavelengths in an out-of-step 
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two wayes when they met. 
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FIGURE 24. GENERATION OF DIFFRACTION PATTERNS. 
The display of the unique interference pattern 
on a screen is termed a diffraction pattern. 
Note the difference in diffraction pattern 
spacing and slit spacing between the two 
schematics. 
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(non-coherent) and random manner. In contrast, LASERs emit mono-
chromatic, coherent light waves. The single slit in Figure 24 is 
required as it converts a normal light source into a nearly coherent 
source. In current applications, a LASER is used as the light source 
in diffraction analysis, because of its coherent properties and 
strong illuminance. 
Figure 25 shows the process of generating diffraction patterns 
with the aid of a lens. This configuration allows for the concen-
tration of the energy in the diffraction pattern, and results in 
much stronger and more discernable patterns. 
Figure 26 outlines the fundamental relationships between the in-
put image and the diffraction patterns which can be analyzed for 
spatial lnformation (Pincus, 1969; Pincus and Dobrin, 1966). The 
types of information that can be uncovered include: 
1. Orientation of elements 
2. Spacing of elements 
3. Location of elements 
Element direction lnformation is contained in the orientation of the 
diffraction "dots", which are perpendicular to the linear elements 
producing the dots. The spacing intelligence is inferred by the 
spacing of the dots, with the distance between the dots varying in-
versely with the true s~atial frequency in the input. The tech-
niques used in determining element location invnlve the related 
field of Holography and operate on the retention of the true phasing 
of two wave fronts. The work reported in this paper capitalizes on 
the ability to infer element orientation from diffraction patterns. 
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FIGURE 25. LENS CONTROLL ED DIFFRACTION PATTERNS . 
The introduction of a lens between the "inpu t" 
and screen increases the intensity of t he dif-
frdc t i on pattern . 
,: 
FIGURE 26 . DIP~ CTIOtIAL INFORMATION IN DIFFRACTIO 
PATT ERNS . The ori en tation of the diffrac tion 
pattern is perpendicular to the linear segments 
in the "input". 
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In addition to the principle effects driving the orientation, 
spacing and location information, secondary effects are induced 
through multiple order considerations, interactions between ele-
ments, and irregular element spacing and orientation. The simul-
taneous interacti01 of both the primary and secondary factors 
results in clouds of points rather than des crete dots. These 
clouds can be thought of as a statistical summary of all the spa-
tial information contained in a complex scene. 
4.2.2 3ampling and Interpreting Orientation 
Figure 27 shows the components of a si"ple optical diffracto-
meter used to generate diffraction patterns. The LASER acts as a 
monochromatic, coherent light source which illuminates a reduced 
transparency (input) of a field scene (in this study the scene con-
sisted of a horizont~l picture of silhouetted wheat). The input 
functions as a diffraction grating with unknown spatial properties 
and bends the waves in a unique way. The altered light rays are 
passed through an objective lens which focuses the diffraction pat-
tern onto a plano-convex lens. This final lens enlarges the pattern 
and displays it onto a rear projection screen. The diffraction pat-
tern can then be photographed and retained for later analysis. 
Sampling the diffraction pattern for spacing and orientation in-
formation about the original scene involves recording the portion of 
the pattern in appropriate segments. Spacing intelligence, as ear-
lier noted, is contained in the distance between diffraction dots 
and the origin of the pattern. By placing consecutively larger cir-
cular bands around the origin and measuring the relative amounts of 
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the pattern contained in each, an estimate of the distribution of 
spacings can be obtained (Figure 28). Similar to ring sampling for 
spacing bias, is ~Iedge sampling, which involves rotating a "pie slice" 
shaped filter about the origin. A distribution of angles in the input 
is inferred by the relative proportions of the diffraction pattern 
contained in each slice. Simultaneous sampling with a ring and wedge 
filters results in an estimation of the proportion of lines with a 
particular spacing that are oriented in a specific direction. 
Figure 29 shows the wedge sampling procedure used in this study. 
The high contrast negative of the diffraction pattern is placed on a 
light table and covered with a small circular frame. A filter de-
signed to fit into the frame, was constru,.ad from a disk with a 
three degree slice removed. The relative intensity of light passing 
through the diffraction pattern segment defined by the wedge filter, 
is measured by a digital photometer. As the filter and attached de-
tector are advanced equal distances (corresponding to equal degree 
rotations), uiscrete readings of the proportion of angles are re-
corded. 
The tonal mapping of the diffraction pattern by the photographic 
negati ve is reversed. Thl '~fore. a hi gh readi ng by the photometer 
indicates a minimal portit,n of the pattern, while a low reading iden-
tifies the presence of a large portion. Program PROP (Appendix C) 
analyzes this information and develops the distribution of angles 
contained in the input scene. 
In the application of spatial analysis to determining the leaf 
angle distribution of an entire canopy, it is necessary to convolute 
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FIG URE 27 . DIFFRACTOMETER COMPONENTS. The com-
ponents of a laser diff rac tomete r cons i sts of 
a coherent, monochromatic li gh t sou rce, "inpu t", 
focusing optics, and display screen. 
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FIGURE 28 . SAMPLING FIL:ERS . Ring and wedge 
filte ri are used to samp le spacing and orien-
tation of the diffraction pa tterns , re spec-
tively. 
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the two r~thogonal probability distributions inferred from the dif-
fraction patterns. Program CON VOL (Appendix C) is used to execute 
this process. The theoretical foundation of CONVOL's algorithm is 
presented below. 
Given: distribution of angles in XZ view 
distribution of angles in YZ view 
Find distribution of angles in XYZ space 
Step 1 develop a matrix identifying the three-space angles 
associated with all pairwise combinations of descrete 
angles (e.g., 5 degree intervals between 0-90 degrees) 
which are possible in the orthogonal views. 
Subproblem: (refer to Figure 30) 
Derive a mapping function from 6 in orthogonal views 
to 6 in three-space. 
Giver.: a line in three-space with 6 XZ a.'id 6yZ 
assume lowest point is at origin (X=Y=Z=O) 
Solution: Z2 = a + bX2 
= 0 + tan 6 XZX2 
and if we chose X2 = 1. 
Z2 = 0 + tan 6XZ (1) 
= tan 6XZ 
in plane YZ, 
Z2 = a + bY2 
1 
x 
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FIGURE 29. SAMPLING DEVICE . The components of 
the sampling device "sed in this st udy consi st 
of a 3 degree wedge pass filter , a photo sen-
sit ive detector, and a digital readout. 
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substi tuti ng, 
tan 8XZ = (0 + tan 8VZ }V2 
V2 = tan 8XZ/tan 8VZ 
therefore, two points on the line are known in 
three-space; 
Xl = VI = Zl = 0 
X2 = 1; V2 = tan 8XZ/tan 8VZ ; Z2 = tan 8XZ 
using the Pathagorean therom, 
c = -ya2 + b2 
'"\ I 2 tan 8 XZ 2 
= V (I-O) + - 0 
tan 8VZ 
tan 9 XZ 2 
tan 8VZ 
using the tangent relationship (opposite over adjacent) 
and substituting, 
tan 8Z = {Z2-Zl}/c 
or, 
= (tan eXZ - O}/c 
- tan eXZ/c 
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This equation can be used to reduce any pair of 
orthogonal angles describing a line in three-
space to the three-space inclination angle of 
the line, as required in step 1. It is used by 
program THETA (Appendix C) in developing the 
data matrix used by program CONVOL. 
Step 2 The probability of any SXZ. SYZ pair is the joint 
probability of sXZ and SYZ' 
P{Sxz' Syz) = P{SXZ) * P{6yZ) 
The diffraction analysis of the orthogonal field 
photos yields the distrihution of angles in the 
XZ and YZ planes. 
Step 3 A unique 61 may occur by several pla
ner combinations, 
therefore, 
P{SI) = ~ (P{6ZXi ) * P{8yZi )) (3) 
1 
where L indicates summing of all of the joing prob-
i 
abilities of all the pairwlse combinations forming 
4.2.3' Qualitative Analysis of the Fourier Technique 
This complex procedure was4ualitatively evaluated in several 
ways. A computer progral', was designed which calculates the coor-
dinates on orthogonal projections of l;nes in three-dimensional 
space. Figure 31 is a print of one of the microfilm sets of the 
two prOjections for a series of lines slanting at 45 degrees. It 
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may help the interpretation of these projections by imagining them 
to be trans,parent adjacent sides of a cube surrounding a series of 
sticks. In the X view, the lines form about a 60 degree angle, while 
in the Y view a 120 degree angle is indicated. The convoluted dis-
tribution of angles correctly indicates the true 45 degree three-
space angle. Several cases were made for various angles and the 
procedure tracked them exceptionally wel,. 
Figure 32 shows a typical example of the same program, yet the 
positioning and angles of the "sticks" were randomly assigned in 
accordance with a pre-determined distribution of angles. It vias an-
ticipated that the convoluted distribution of angles would closely 
corl"espond to the defined distribution driving the program. Again 
promising results were noted. However, as more lines were put into 
the scene the diffraction patterns became less distinct. This is 
due to the multiple interactions between lines. In light of these 
observations it was determined that a conserted effort should be 
made to reduce the number of silhouetted plant elements in a field 
photograph. 
Figure 33 illustrates another qualitative evaluation method that 
was utilized. It consisted of taking orthogonal photographs of an 
abstract plant canopy constructed of tinker toys. All of the branches 
form 45 degree angles, with stalks perpendicular to the ground. The 
tracking of these canopy angles was excellent. 
An actual field evaluation for both the Fredholm and Fourier tech-
niques was performed and is presented in the next section. The re-
sults of this analysis showed the Fourier technique to be an extremely 
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FIGURE 32 . RAN DOt1 A~ . '(ALl PLANT CANOPY EVALUATI ON . The mi crofil m plots of orthogonal 
views anal yzed by the Fouri er techni que were developed by stochasti c computing from 
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FIGURE 33 . TII~ KER TOY ABSTRACT PLANT CANOPY EVAL UATION . Orthogonal photographs of 
"Tinker Toy" plant canopies , with all branches set at 45 deg rees inclination angle, 
were analyzed. 
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accurate descriptor of leaf angle distribution. The Fredholm method 
proved to be less accurate, ho\~ever, it still offers a rapid tech-
nique for first order estimation of leaf angle distributions. 
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5.0 BENCHMARK COMPARISON OF LAD FIELD TECHNIQUES 
A field evaluation was conducted which compared the Fredholm and 
Fourier methods for measuring leaf angle di~tributions used in this 
study. In addition, the Point Quadrat technique, extensively used in 
the agricultural sciences, and orthogonal tracings of leaves were 
employed. 
An evaluation plot was selected such that it had a low leaf area 
index (.98) and its plants were uniformly dispersed (Figure 34). The 
plant type was Western Wheatgrass (Agropyron Smithii), which is 
characterized as having a conical leaf angle distribution (Oliver and 
Smith, 1973). The plot dimensions were 16 by 18 inches. 
5.1 Description of Techniques 
5.1.1 Point Quadrat Technique 
It has been shown that the mean foliage angle can be calculated 
from the number of contacts made by point quadrats passed vertically and 
horizontally through a plant canopy (Philip, 1965; Wilson, 1959). In 
practice the error associated with this method rarely exceeds 10%. The 
technique is in situ, however, appreciable localized trampling is 
induced around the field plot. The time required for a single angle 
determination is about 18 mnn-hours (Knight, 1970). This method is 
most commonly used to characterize foliage geometry, however, it only 
estimates the mean inclination angle rather than a distribution of angles. 
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The field procedure involves the calculation of the average num-
ber of contacts a long slender pin makes with the vegetation during 
a pass through the plant canopy (Figure 35). The length of the pass, 
for hoth the horizontal and vertical transects, i£ dictated by the 
height of the canopy. Several hundred passes are made from both 
directions, with the averages for each being multiplied by empiri-
cally obtained coefficients to determine the mean foliage angle. 
5.1.2 Orthogonal Tracin~ Technique 
The distribution of foliage angles for an individual plant can be 
accurately determined by analyzing blo orthogonal photos of the plant 
(Olive;" and Smith, 1974). The distribution of angles for an entire 
plot is statistically determined by averaging the distribution of 
several representative plants. This technique has many of the lim-
iting features associated with the point quadrat method. It is slow, 
tedious and destructive. However, it is a direct method which makes 
it useful for comparing the other methods. 
With this procedure, individual plants are clipped from a field 
plot and the silhouetted profiles are photographed from two ortho-
gonal directions (Figure 36). The photographs are then digitized 
by p1acin: a transparent grin over the photographs and recording the 
two-dimensional coordinates OT 'itraight line segments along the pro-
files. The profiles are p1ott",d on microfilm (Figure 38) using the 
digitized duta in order to verify thn digitization. A computer 
program was developed for this study which determines the three-
dimensional coordinates of the foliage elements from the two sets of 
orthogonal data, and calculates the average foliage inclination 
I 
FIGURE 34. EVALUATION PLOT. 
The evalua t ion plot was a 
relati vely low density 
area of western wheat-
grass. 
FIGURE 16 . ORTHOGONAL TRACING 
FIELO TECHNIQUE. Orthogonal 
photographs were made of in-
dividual silhoutted pl ants. 
These same photographs were 
used for the Fourier analy-
sis. 
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FIGURE 35. POINT QUADRAT 
FIELD TECHNIQUE. The fie ld 
procedure consists of noting 
the number of contacts a 
long sl ender pin makes with 
fol iage elements throughout 
numerous passes through the 
canopy at specific ang l es. 
FIGU RE 37. FREDHOLM FIELD 
PROCEDURE. Mult iple view 
angle photographs were 
made of the evaluation 
plot. 
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FIGURE 38. ORTHOGONAL TRACING DATA REDUCTION. The orthogonal 
field photos of individual plants were digitized, with the 
two-space coordinates serving as input to a computer routine 
which calculated the three-space distribution of angles. 
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FIGURE 39. FREDHOLM DATA REDUCTION . 
the mUltiple v ~ew ang l e photographs 
analysis. 
The percent cover in each of 
was determined by d~t grid 
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angle by direct computation (program, ORTHOG, Appendix C). The dis-
tribution for the entire plot is calculated by the weighted averaging 
of the individual plant distributions based on the size of the plant. 
5.1.3 Fredholm and Fourier Techniques 
The field procedures and theoretical frame~/Ork for the Fredholm 
and Fourier methods are presented in the previous section. Figures 
37 and 39 show examples of the field photographs and reduced data. 
For this evaluation the tracings of the individual plant photographs 
used in the Orthogonal Tracings technique were used as input in gen-
erating the Fourier diffraction patterns (Figure 40). 
The relative merit of the Fredholm method is its ease of data 
collection with a minimum of canopy disturbance. The Fourier tech-
nique is much slower and more tedious than the Fredholm method, yet 
it is still relatively easy and rapid when compared to either the 
Point Quadrat or Orthogonal Tracing techniques. 
5.2 Description of Evaluation Procedure 
Two fundamentally different evaluation procedures were used. The 
first involved the comparison of the four basic techniques' predic-
tions of the leaf angle distribution for a common field plot. The 
normal steps for the Orthogonal, Fourier, and Fredholm methods are 
schematically shown in Figure 41. The Point Quadrat technique merely 
required the simple solution of a linear equation predicated on the 
field estimation of the number of needle contacts. 
The second evaluation approach is more abstract in nature, and 
addresses the validity of the convoluting algorithm used in the 
Fourier technique. Figure 42 identifies the major steps in this 
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FIGURE 40. FOURIER DATA REDUCTION. Diffracti on patterns were 
generated and ana lyzed of each of the orthogonal photos of the 
i ndivid ual plants . 
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ORTHOGONAl. FOURIER FREDHOL.M 
Field Pairs Silhouetted t-1ultip1e 
Of Orthogonal Canopy Vi e~1 AnfJl e 
Photos Field Photos Photos 
.. ... ,I, 
IDigitize Generate and Determine 
'xz & VZ Sample Probabi 1 i ty 
Vi e~ls Diffraction Of Hit In 
Patterns Each View 
--I 
Determine Determine Solve 
Three Space Distr. Of FredholM 
Distribution Angles In Integral 
Of Ang1 es Each D. P. Enuation 
I I 
Average Convolute Leaf 
Distributions Pairs Of Angle 
Of Angles Distributions Distribution 
Of Angles 
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Leaf Average Three 
Angle Space 
Di s tri but' on Distribution 
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Angle 
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FIGURE 41. TECHNIQUES EVALUATION APPROACH. Each of the three 
field techniques under study were executed on a common plot, 
and compa red. 
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FIGURE 42. FOURIER METHODOLOGY EVALUATION APPROACH. The convo-
luting algorithm and orthogonal pairing assumption were evalu-
ated. 
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process. In the left hand flows the digitized photos are used to cal-
culate a relatively exact distribution of angles in each orthogonal 
view. The orthogonal pairs are then convoluted and finally all three-
space distributions are averaged to yield the predicted canopy leaf 
angle distribution. The ability of this abstract approach to accur-
ately correspond to the normal Orthogonal method is a measure of the 
validity of the convoluting algorithm. 
The right hand flows identify a process designed to evaluate the 
necessity of having truely orthogonal pairs of silhouetted field 
photos. If the canopy does not have an azimuthal bias, then there 
would be no physical reasons for differentiating between photo per-
spectives, other than statistical sampling requirements. The ex-
treme right hand column incorporates this assumption by determining 
~he average distribution of all the planner projections, and then 
convoluting this average distribution on itself. A slightly differ-
ent format (identified by the dotted lines) convolutes all the pair-
wise combinations of planner distributions, and averages the result-
ing three-space distributions. The essence of these reviews is to 
determine whether the Fourier technique is truely dependent on or-
thogonal field photos. 
5.3 Comparison of Results 
The results of the separate procedures are summarized in Figures 
43 through 49 and Table 1. Figures 43 through 46 correspond to the 
evaluation of the normal procedures, while Figures 47 through 49 
address the convolution assumption of orthogonal views. The results 
are graphically presented to facilitate a qualitative assessment of 
each technique's pr~cision. 
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t Table l. COMPARISON OF FIELD TECHNIQUES FOR ASSESSING lAD. I; , 
f' 
I. 
~. INCL!· ORTHO· FOURIER FREDHOU4 ORTHO· FOURIER FOURIER 
NATION GONAl GONAl AVERAGE PAIRIHSE 
ANGLE TRACING CONVOLUTE 
2.5° O. O. O. O. O. O. 
7.5 O. O. O. o. O. O. 
12.5 O. O. O. O. O. O. 
17.5 O. O. O. O. O. O. 
22.5 O. O. 0.002 O. O. 0.005 
27.5 O. 0.001 0.012 O. 0.001 0.005 
32.5 0.016 0.005 0.024 0.018 0.006 0.015 
37.5 0.026 0.012 0.038 0.025 0.015 0.026 
42.5 0.006 0.027 0.051 0.002 0.033 0.055 
47.5 0.022 0.046 0.063 0.040 0.050 0.083 
52.5 0.114 0.068 0.073 0.058 0.069 0.099 
57.5 0.056 0.110 0.083 0.158 0.105 0.132 
62.5 0.112 0.121 0.091 0.141 0.111 0.119 
67.5 0.139 0.149 0.100 0.132 0.139 0.142 
72.5 0.196 0.131 0.106 0.129 0.126 0.117 
77.5 0.158 0.111 0.112 0.159 0.112 0.114 
82.5 0.088 0.130 0.120 0.080 0.139 0.069 
87.5 0.066 0.088 0.126 0.057 0.093 0.023 
MEAN 
:- FOLIAGE 
ANGLE 68.0° 68.0° 66.0° 66.7° 67.9° 62.8° 
t Point Quadrat Mean'Inclination An~le = 72.5° i:" p 
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The mean foliage inclination angle calculated by the Point Quadrat 
method was 72.5 degrees. In comparing this prediction with those cal-
culated by the other three techniques it appears to be an over-esti-
mate (Table 1), This condition could easily be a result of this 
author's inexperience with its field procedure. Also contributing 
to the implied error could be that the empirically derived regres-
sior, equation employed was developed for general grassland canopies 
(Knight, 1970) and not specifically for Western Wheatgrass. 
Figure 46 compares the effectiveness of the Frednolm and Fourier 
methods to track the cUllll1ulative distriblJtion of angles predicted by 
the Orthogonal Tracing technique. It is readily apparent that the 
Fourier procedure cow-pares more favorably. Less obvious is the com-
mon pattern of deviations. Both techniques tend to over-estimate 
the probability of inclination angles less than 80 degrees. This 
result is most likely due to the averaging approacr .• f both tech-
niques which fail to respond to the sharp fluctuations of the Ortho-
gonal method. This same effect is apparent in the predictions made 
by convoluting the actual planner distribution of angles calculated 
by the Orthogonal technique (Figure 47). 
The comparison of pairwise and average approaches of convolution 
(Figures 48 and 49) shol~s that strict utilization of truely orthogonal 
pairs is not necessary in these circumstances. In this evaluation, 
the convolution of the average distribution of angles for all of the 
planner views did an excellent job in tracking the orthogonal method. 
However, a rowed crop, such as wheat, may require orthogonal pairing, 
and further evaluation is warranted. 
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6.0 MODEL SIMULATION 
Fundamental to the hypothesis under investigation is the ability 
to adequately model the complex system of interactions between solar 
radiation and a plant canopy. In addition, the interactions between 
this radiation and the atmosphere must be linked to the canopy model 
in order to fully describe the physical process. The models adapted 
to the invf.stigation are briefly discussed in the following subsec-
tion. The description of these models is merely intended to famil-
iarize the reader \~ith their basic approaches. The cited literature 
contains several detailed reports which should be consulted for a 
more thorough understanding. 
The process used in discriminating geometric variatles of a plant 
canopy principally involves the statistical comparison of a sensor 
measured response to a series of model derived responses. In devel-
oping these model responses, the geometric variable of concern is 
allowed to systematically vary, while all of the other variables re-
main fixed at t, .~ir best estimates. The specific procedures used in 
simulating the surface canopy reflectance and satellite radiance arc 
presented in the last two subsections. 
6.1 Canopy Reflectance and Atmospheric Models 
The canopy reflectance model used in this study is Colorado State 
University's Solar Radiation Vegetation Canopy (SRVC) Model (Oliver 
and Smith, 1973, 1974). This model differs from other plant canopy 
i 
I , 
, 
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models (Suits, 1972; Colwell, 1974; Allen and Richardson, 1968; 
Kube1ka and Munk, 1931) in that the driving variables and canopy 
structure are based on probability distributions; This orienta-
tion results in an estimation of both the mean canopy reflectance 
and its covariance matrix. The deterministic appro3ch of the other 
models yields estimates of mean responses, without ~ny direct in-
ference to the central tendency. 
The model's input parameters can be divided into two principle 
classes: 1) environmental factors; and 2) intrinsic scene character-
istics. The envir'onmenta1 factors include sun position, diffuse and 
direct irradiance, and sensor view angle. Leaf area index, leaf 
angle distribution, and spatial dispersion of foliage elements des-
cribe a plant canopy's geometric characteristics. The canopy's 
radi ometri c input parameters i nc1 ude soi 1 ref1 ectlnce and i ndi vi dua 1 
leaf ref1ectance and transmission. 
The methodology of the model involves the mathematical tracking 
of·a photon of light as it interacts with a plant canopy. The en-
viron;lIenta1 factors determine the spectral comrosition and angular 
depende~cy of the total scene irradiance. Intrinsic scene parameters 
are used to develop the probability distributions which stochastic-
ally determine the interaction of the solar radiation and the plant 
canopy. and to calculate the spectral modifications and redirections 
resulting from the interactions. The model's operation begins with 
an instantaneous burst of hemispherical irradiance. This pulse is 
then charted ill its multiple interactio;]s with the canopy until all 
of it has escaped back into the sky or has been absorbed by the 
canopy and background. 
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The atmospheric radiative transfer model used in this study is 
the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan's Model (Turner, 
1973). The approach of this model is founded on the solution of a 
, , 
I ( 
series of explicit mathematical expressions. The basic relationship 
describes the total spectral radiance at a sensor as, 
N = (N * T) + N target path (4) 
where, N = total radiance 
Ntarget = target spectral radiance at the surface 
T = spectral transmittance between the sen-
sor and the target 
N = spectral path radiance path 
All three of these quantities depend upon the condition of the atmos-
phere. The actual state of the atmosphere at any location and at any 
time is approximated by atmospheric variables and environmental fac-
tors. Among the atmospheric variables are the scattering and absorb-
ing properties of gases and particulates that exist in the atmosphere. 
Environmental factors include sensor attitude and view angle, sun an-
gle, and canopy reflectance. 
6.2 SiIi;"lation for Surface Canopy Reflectance 
The complete procedure for estimating leaf area index from spec-
tral measurements through the use of modeling contains four major ac-
tivities: 1) the identification of model input parameters through a 
field measurements program; 2) the construction of a model generated 
data set which tracts the induced changes in canopy spectral refl~c­
tance arising from variations in LAI; 3) the translation of surface 
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reflectance data into estimated radiance values at an airborne sen-
sor through atmospheric modeling techniques; and 4) the statistical 
comparison of measured and model derived spectral siynatures to yield 
an estimate of the scene's LA!. The first activity was outlined in 
Section 3.0. and the fourth is presented in Section 7.0. This sec-
tion is concerned with the middle two activities. 
The canopy model simulation for LA! determination utilized the 
March and April fi e 1 d measurements. \~hi ch correspond to the till er-
ing and jointing stages of wheat. These stages were selected is 
they contain the extremes in LAI and are similar in canopy make-up. 
~oth are characterized by a green canopy prior to seed head devel-
opment. with their primary difference being a dramatic increase in 
LAI at the jointing stage. 
Figure 50 shows a comparison of field and model estimates of 
canopy reflectance at the t~IO phenological stages under study. In 
both cases, the model prediction wa~ made from a nominal input data 
set representing the best estimates of field conditions. The empir-
ical signature is an avarage of the direct measurements made from 
the three intensive field plots. Additional comparisons were made 
for thirty sun angles obtained from canopy reflectance measurements 
taken between 1030 and 1630 hours on March 20th. and 1000 and 1800 
hours on April 23rd. A complete set of the field and model data from 
this effort is reported in a paper by Smith. Berry and Heimes (1975). 
In general. it can be noted that the model was successful in track-
ing the empirical data during the jointing (April) stage. while it 
was somewhat less accurate during the tillering stage (March). 
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In both cases, however, the model conformed to the trajectory of 
the empirical signature. This point is pertinent to the usage of 
~ata transformations in the statistical comparison process and will 
be expanded in Section 5.0. 
In simulating LAI effects, all of the variables of the canopy 
model were fixed in accordance with their field estimates, while 
the leaf area index Vias varied from 0.5 to 5.0 for the March simu-
lation, alld 3.5 to 8.0 for the April data. A single model execu-
tion consisted of ten samples, each comprised of five trials. A 
.5 step in LAI was used for each execution in Simulating both stages. 
The result of this process was the construction of a Simulated Can-
opy Reflectance data set containing one hundred row entries, and 
four column entries corresponding to the four LANDSAT spectral 
bands. The row entries consist of ten model predicted spectral sig-
natures for each of tell LAI conditions. 
Figures 51 and 52 graphically portray the relationship between 
scene reflectance and LAI for both th~ field measurements and model 
predictions in March and April. Table 2 tabularly sunmarizes the 
data. The model data for March identifies a positive relationship 
for MSS bands 4, 6 and 7 which appears to plateau at LAI's above 
3.5. Band 5 displays a less prominent negative relationship which 
also approaches an asymptote at about 3.5 LA!. These general trends 
favorably agree \~ith published studies of a closely related factor, 
canopy biomass (Tucker, 1973). The empirical data for these same 
periods tend to agree with the model data, with the exception of the 
lowest LAI in March. 
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Table 2. MODEL/FIELD CANOPY REFLECTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF LAI 
LAI MSS 4 MSS 5 MSS 6 MSS 7 MSS 7/5 
MARCH (MODEL) 
.5 .043 .045 • J 49 .200 4.45 
1.0 .052 .045 .239 .326 7.24 
1.5 .047 .037 .233 .320 8.67 
2.0 .053 .042 .264 .361 8.63 
2.5 .04~ .035 .257 .353 10.02 
3.0 .053 .038 .279 .380 9.98 
3.5 .050 .035 .269 .373 9.99 
4.0 .051 .035 .272 .378 10.29 
4.5 .052 .036 .277 .385 10.24 
5.0 .0496 .034 .266 .371 10.26 
APRIL (MODEL) 
3.5 .050 .035 .269 .373 10.62 
4.0 .051 .035 .272 .373 10.68 
4.5 .052 .036 .277 .385 10.62 
5.0 .049 .035 .266 .371 10.76 
5.5 .051 .036 .273 .379 10.64 
6.0 .051 .035 .271 .375 10.65 
6.5 .050 .035 .269 .373 10.65 
7.0 .049 .034 .264 .365 10.60 
7.5 .049 .034 .264 .365 10.63 
8.0 .049 .034 .264 .365 10.63 
MARCH (EMPIRICAL) 
1.31 .071 .077 .298 .475 6.17 
2.07 .076 .078 .235 .320 4.10 
4.06 .080 .071 .260 .340 4.79 
APRIL (EMPIRICAL) 5.13 .041 .027 .262 .381 14.11 
5.36 .039 .025 .266 .401 16.04 
6.15 .040 .025 .262 .391 15.64 
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Figure 53 sho~ls that the reflectance ratio of the extreme infra-
red band (MSS 7) to the chlorophyll band (MSS 5) increases with plant 
density. This ratio has been reported as a good data transformation 
for assessing changes in scene vegetative biomass (Maxwell, 1975), 
which is closely related to LAI. The characteristic increase in 
this ratio throughout the lower LAI's, followed by a relatively flat 
response of the higher indices agrees with the general results of 
tflese empi ri ca 1 s tudi es. 
6.3 Simulation for Satellite Radiance 
The induced atmospheric effects and conversion from canopy re-
flectance to predicted satellite radiance values was achieved by 
executing the Turner model with this nominal data set for each can-
opy reflectance data set. In the case of canopy model generated re-
flectances, each row of tile Simulated Canopy Reflectance table 
constituted an input. Each individual field measurement acted as 
input for the empirical case. These basic units were used, rather 
than average refl ectance va 1 ues, in order to faci 1 i tate the cal cul a-
tion of a covariance matrix in terms of radiance units. The mean 
reflectance values depicted in Table 2 could have been used in 
establishing the mean radiance values, however, this simple ap-
proach ignores the variance associated with each reflectance data 
point. By translating each reflectance value into radiance units, 
the variance can be directly calculated. 
An additional step is needed in converting the field measure-
ments into estimated Signals at a satellite. As the field data was 
collected throughout a day, considerable sun angle effects are 
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ingrained in the data. This variation is not present in the model 
data because all of the model runs for each phenological stage were 
made for a single sun position. In order to make the empirical and 
model data sets compatab1e, a sun angle correction factor was applied 
to each empirical measurement which converted it into terms of the 
model's sun position. 
The procedure for sun angel correction involved the conversion 
of field measured reflectance into radiance units, while maintaining 
continuity of sun angle. The result of this operation is an esti-
mated sensor signal keyed to the particular sun angle occuring at 
the time of measurement. This signal can then be translated into 
terms of another sun angle by applying a linear correction algorithm 
(Smith, Herry and Heimes, 1975). For example, the ~'arch model pre-
dictions were made for a sun angle of 51 degrees zenith. A field 
data set taken at 1730 hours denotes a 35 degree zenith sun angle. 
The correction procedure would involve the execution of the Turner 
model using the measured reflectance values and specifying a 35° 
degree sun angle. This prediction could then be expressed in terms 
of the model's sun position by solving the following equation: 
where, 
NS10 = corrected radiance for 51
0 sun angle 
N350 = radiance for 350 sun angle 
(5) 
aS10,3So = multiplicative correction factor for adjusting 
350 to S1° sun angle 
T 
I 
< I 
additive correction 
o 51 sun angle. 
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factor for adjusting 350 to 
This correction procedure was applied to each field measurement, 
and the mean vector and covariance matrix were calculated for each 
plot. Table 3 and Figures 54 and 55 present the radiance dat~ for 
both the model and empirical reflectance data sets. The interpreta-
tion of the general trends in the data is similar to ('lOSe presented 
for the reflectance data in the previous section. The onl/ differ-
ences are subtle changes in the plot va1ue~ due to the correction 
for varying sun angles. 
6.4 Analysis of Model Data 
In general, the ability of the canopy reflectance model to track 
the empirical measurements is good. In addition to the comparisons 
outlined in this section, a diurnal reflectance comparison bet\~een 
model predictions and actual fif' measurements was made and des-
cribed in a report by Smith, Berry and lIeimes (1975). The results 
of this evaluation were also positive. However, three aspects of 
the data warrant detailed discussion. 
The first aspect is the relative inaccuracy of the March model 
predictions for MSS bands 4 and 5. The source of error in these 
predictions is most likely a result of the model's inability to 
adequately deal with the pronounced rowing effect at low LAI's, and 
the strong contribution of a highly variable soil reflectance. This 
problem is addressed in th~ canopy model in an input parameter de-
noting spatial dispersion of foliage elements. However, this para-
meter was not determineG in this study. 
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Table 3. MODEL/FIELD SIMULATED RADIANCE AS A FUNCTION OF LA!. ' , 
'- .1 
r , 
i LAI MSS 4 MSS 5 r~ss 6 f1SS 7 MSS 7/5 l l , 
1 
I MARCH (MODEL) 
.5 2.700 1.922 3.670 3.217 1.674 
1.0 2.951 1.922 5.642 5.146 2.677 
1.5 2.805 1.714 5.528 5.056 2.950 
2.0 2.981 1.840 6.204 5.683 3.089 
2.5 2.874 1.684 6.148 5.649 3.355 
3.0 2.973 1. 746 6.527 5.983 3.427 l 
3.5 2.987 1.756 6.595 6.050 3.445 1 , 
4.0 2.989 1.738 6.666 6.116 3.519 
4.5 3.055 1.781 6.929 6.356 3.569 
5.0 3.055 1.781 6.934 6.364 3.573 
,\PRIL (MODEL) 
3.5 3.456 1.986 7.598 7.051 3.550 
4.0 ,.469 1.995 7.6711 7.151 3.584 
4.5 2.504 2.018 7.808 7.268 3.602 
5.0 3.4213 1.966 7.515 7.020 3.571 
5.5 3.479 2.001 7.705 7.157 3.577 
ti 6.0 3.460 1.989 7.633 7.091 3.565 6.5 3.452 1.983 7.588 7.045 3.553 
7.0 3.422 1.963 7.446 6.899 3.515 
7.5 3.421 1.962 7.442 6.895 3.514 
8.0 3.421 1.962 7.422 6.895 3.514 
i • 
~ ~ARCH (EMPIRICAL) 
b 1.31 3.467 2.626 6.888 6.922 2.636 
, 2.07 3.520 2.750 5.574 5.142 1.870 t h 4.06 3.655 2.824 6.057 5.434 1.924 
r 
I 
APRIL (EMPIRICAL) 1:-
1.1 5.13 3.333 1.891 7.286 7.422 3.925 j; 
, 5.36 3.218 1.733 7.776 7.753 4.373 
6.15 3.248 1. 780 7.898 7.803 4.384 
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FIGURE 54. RADIANCE AS A FUNCTION OF LAI (MARCH). 
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FIGURE 55. RADIANCE AS A FUNCTION OF LAI (APRIL). 
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The second aspect is the pronounced descrepency in March betwe~n 
model and field determined reflectance as a function of leaf area 
index. This disparity is particularly apparent in the infrared bands. 
The empirical data indicates a declining trend in reflectance as LAI 
is increased, whereas the model trend is the opposite. Previous 
studies in this area (Johnson. 1975; Pearson and Miller. 1973) tend 
to support the model derived trend. An atypical field reflectance 
measurement could result through the high-ly variable soil reflectance 
contribution and differing percent ground covers circumscribed by 
the field of view of the LANDSAT field radiometer. 
The final aspect is the degeneracy of some of the model's de-
rived covariance matrices. The covariances between all bands were 
unusually high, which resulted in unfeasible divergence calculations. 
The source of this effect is most likely ingrained in the model's 
treatment of the leaf and soil radiometric parameters. The general 
form of the SRVC model allows all of the scene conlpont!nt to: be sto-
chastic. However, for its application in this study, leaf transmis-
sion and reflectance and soil reflectance were represented by constant 
parameters. This covaridnce between spectral bands was therefore 
~ighly correlated. 
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7.0 CLASSIFICATION PROCEOURE 
The previous sections, of this paper have described and developed 
the data base necessary to infer leaf area index from plant canopy 
spectral measurements. A field measurements program ~Ias designed to 
establish physical parameters used to calibrate and execute a canopy 
reflectance model. This model was then used to derive a data base 
expressing the direct relationship between LAI and canopy reflec-
tance. A second model was employed to simulate atmospheric effects 
and predict the resultant relationship between LAl and radiance re-
ceived at a satellite sensor. In a similar manner, the field meas-
ured canopy reflectance for several evaluation plots was transcribed 
into predicted radiance values. This section presents a description 
of the technique used in classifying plots of unknown leaf area 
index. 
7.1 The Swain-Fu Distance Measure 
The data classification procedure used in this research is a 
hybrid of the two general approaches used in pattern recognition. It 
is similar to supervised classification in that .! priori knowledge 
is assumed. The des~riptive statistics for the various classes of 
LAI, however, were developed through computer modeling, rather than 
empirical derivation from ground truth training sets. The actual 
classification algorithm used, employs distance measures in the same 
manner as unsupervised clustering techniques. The classification 
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procedure involves comparing the spectral response of an area with 
unknown LAI to those responses of known LAI. The divergence be-
tween each unknown model response pair is calculated. and the un-
known point is assigned an implied LAI equal to that of the "closest" 
model response. Throughout this discussion "effects" will refer to 
the model generated responses used to classify the unknown LAI re-
sponses of "plots". 
The most familiar distance or divergence measure is Euclidean 
distance. This technique employs only the mean vector to assess 
the point to pOint distance ben~een two responses. It principally 
involves calculating a directionally independent difference between 
the means of two responses. In mathematical terms, the Euclidean 
distance for two n-dimensional points (X, :!J is: 
D = ( ~ (X. _ y )2) la Euclidean i=l 1 i (6) 
A variation of Euclidean distance considers the dispersion of 
data as well as the mean response vector in comparing the separation 
of pOints. This dispersion is approximated in terms of the "ell ip-
)loid of concentration", which is calculated from the meanvE!ctor and 
covariance matrix. This geometric configUration can bEl conceptual-
i;l!ed as replacing a"cloud" of individual data pOints, plotted in 
three-space. with a football centered about the mean vector. The 
surface of the football describes the bounds of the ellipsoid of 
concentration. In contrast, Euclidean distance considers only the 
epicenters of the footballs. while thE! more advanced measures judge 
t~esh~peand prientation as. well. 
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Figure 56 is a two-space portrayal of the Swain-Fu distance meas-
ure Jeveloped at Purdue University (Swain. 1973). In terms of the 
distance shown (012.01.02). the Swain-Fu is given by: 
° ° = 12 Swain-Fu 01 + O2 (7) 
In narrative terms, the divergence is calculated by weighting the 
sample Euclidean distance (012) by the inverse of the spread of the 
data along the axis connecting the centers of tr~ clusters (01 and 
O2), In terms of th' ill~an vectors and covariance matrices associated 
with the clusters. t~~ distance is expressed as. 
~Ihere. 
° = Swain-Fu 
Cl •k = tr( III (U1 - ~)(!!.l _ ~)T) 
Ck•l = tr( ~l (~ - Ul)(~ - !!.l)T) 
tr(li) = trace of matrix li 
!n = covariance matrix for cluster n 
.l!n = mean vector for cluster n 
7.2 Covariance-Matrix Modification 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The original intention of this process was to Use the actual 
covariancenia~rices derived from the field me. iurement for the 
. . 
"plots". and those developed by the stochastic canopy model for 
the "effects". tlowever. several of the model generated covariance 
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matrices p~oved degenerate. and yielded undefined Swain-Fu distances. 
An explanation as to the probable cause of the degeneracy is given 
in Section 6.4. 
The covariance matrices were modified by replacing the hyper-
ellipsoid clusters ~lith hyper-spheres of equal volume. Figure 57 
is a two-dimensional schematic of the important factors in this 
technique. The equation for the surface area of an ellipse is, 
A " 1Tab ( 11) 
whe,re. a and b " major and minor axes, respectively. The surface 
of a circle is calculated by. 
(12) 
where. 
r = radius. 
Principal Component theory shows that the axes of any elliptical 
form are the eigenvalues of the square matrix defining the form 
(Al and A2 in the schematic). Thus, equation (11) can be rewrit-
ten as. 
A =1TA1A2 (13) 
Setting equation (11) and (12) equal to each other, and solving for 
r. results in. 
(14) 
This final €qu"non allows the solution for the radius of a circle 
having the same surface area of a given ellipse. in tenns of its 
eigenvalueS. This same relationship. expressedil'l tenns of 
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~-------------------4X, 
FIGURE 56. SWAIN-FU DISTANCE MEASURE. The 
Swain-Fu distance measure utilizes simple 
cluster distance (012) weighted cluster dis-persion (01 and O2), 
Xe 
'----------....... x, 
FIGURE 57. ELEMENTS OF ELLIPTICAL SURFACE AREA. 
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hyper-geometry, is, 
I' - (, * " * * , ) l/n n-space - "~ "2 • • • "n (15) 
The derived hyper-sphere can then be substituted for the actual 
ellipsoid of concentration by replacing the actual covariance ma-
trix with a diagonalized matrix based on the radius of the circle. 
This modified SVlain-Fu distance measure fonns the foundation of 
~he classification proced~re used in this research. Program SUFU 
(Appendix C) is the FORTRAN coded version of the computer algorithm 
. developed. The program consists of four phases: 1) input and data 
modification; 2) weighted distance calculation; 3) classification; 
and 4) output. The first phase allows for the input of the scaled 
"effects", "plots" with unknown leaf area indices, and specific pro-
gram parameters for control. Data modification can be perfonned 
on both the mean vectors and covariance matrices. The divergence 
calculation phase solves for the Swain-Fu distance measure for each 
"effect/plot" pair. This procedure first evaluates expressions (4) 
and (5) for the weighted one-way distances between clusters. These 
values. tenned C-factor dhtances. are then substituted into equa-
tion (3) to develop the overall divergence measures. The third 
phase of the routine detennines the "effect/plot" pair with minimal 
divergence. Leaf area index classification of the "plot" is achieved 
by its association with the closest "effect". The final phase out-
puts the results in the fonns of aC-factor matrb. Swain-Fu dis-
tances. and a printer plot of divergence. Details of the specific 
procedures are contained in the SUFU programl'\sting presented in 
Appendix C. 
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8.0 CLASSIFICATIO~ RESULTS 
The basic classification of the field plots by the SUFU rou-
tine involved a 4-dimensional feature space. with the response in 
each of the LANDSAT bands forming a single feature vector. Clas-
sification of the data was made by considering only Euclidean 
distances between the "effects" and the "plots" data clusters. Two 
additional approaches were also executed. in which the Swain-Fu 
distance was used. The first considered two raw data preprocessing 
transformations: 1) spherical elipsoid of concentration; and 2) cor-
rection for sun angle effects. The final approach utilized the pre-
processed data to form new feature vectors. These derived feature 
vectors include: 1) the ratio of bands 7 to 5; 2) the ratio of 
bands 6 to 4; and 3) the simultaneous consideration of the 7 to 5 
and 6 to 4 ratios. 
The field measured leaf area index for each of the field "plots" 
used in this study is identified in Table 4. During the r~arch meas-
urement period, "plot" 2 had an unusually high LAl of 4.60. "Plots" 
1 and 3 are more nearly normal. hav;ng LAI's of 2.07 and 1.31. re-
spectively. The April measurements ShOll "plot" 3 as having a LAI of 
6.15. with "plots" 1 and 2 being nearly equal at 5.13 and 5.36, re-
specti ve ly • 
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Table 4. FIELl> r·IEASURED LEAF AREA INDEX. 
DATE PLOT LAI 
March 1 ... 07. 
2 4.06 
3 1.31 
f April 1 5,13 ii 
2 5.36 t 3 6.15 
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8.1 Raw Data Classification 
In the raw data classification scheme, the SUFU program was used 
in a manner which approxilnateda Euclidean distance measurement of 
divergence. The mean vectors for the "plots" were developed by 
averaging the radiometer measurements taken throughout a day. This 
has the impact of tacitly disregarding any sun-angle effects on the 
spectral signatures. The mean vectors for the "effects" consisted 
of the model predicted responses. 
In order to force the SUFU routine to act as a Euclidean dis-
tance classifier, a common covariance matrix was used for all "plots" 
and "effects". The matrix was diagonalized. with the diagonal ele-
ments set to unity. This operation has the effect of containing 
the dispersion of the data about each mean vector, which removes any 
classification infonnation based on differential dat.a dispe::'sion. By 
default, all of the classification intelligence became embedded in 
the mean ve,ctor positioning. 
Figure 58 shows the results of the raw data classificat~on using 
the measured ,and modeled reflectance values. The March assignments 
show very strong classifications. This is indicated by the minimum 
nonnalized divergence for each case be.ing less than .5. In des-
criptive tenns, a .5nonnalized divergence denotes a cluster which 
fs. half the distance between the. "p.lot" and the farthest away "ef-
fect".At this level. an apprecfabledifference between the closest 
"effect" and the other "effects" appears to exist. less pronounced 
classifications occur for the April reflectance data, as shown by 
the mi nfma 1 nonna 1i zeddi vergences bei ngabout.6. 
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The classification accuracy of the raw reflectance data appears 
best during the April period. The program predicts a LAI of 4.5 
for all three "plots", which is close to their 5.5 average LA!. The 
March predictions, however, are less accurate and more difficult to 
interpret. The assigned LAI for both "plots" 1 and 2 is 1.0, with 
"plot" 3 indicating an LAI of 5.0. The assignment for "plot" 1 is 
relatively near the measured 2.07 LAI. The classifying of "plots" 
2 and 3, on the other hand, are nearly the reverse of the measured 
4.60 and 1.31 LAI for the respective plots. 
Figure 59 identifies the LAI classification based on the unal-
tered radiance data predicted by the atmospheric modal. The classi-
fication results and divergence graphs are nearly the same as those 
of the previous case. The notable exception occurs for "plot" 1 
during the April period. The classification of this "plot" changes 
slightly from 4.0 to 4.5 LAI. The general similarity of these clas-
sifications indicates that the relative positioning of the mean 
vectors.4re somewhat insensitive to atmospheric effects. 
8.2 Preprocessed Data Classification 
Fig~re 1 of Appendix B portrays the results of the SUFU classifi-
cation based on the covariance weighted distance measure. It is 
apparent that the consideration of covariance in the divergence cal-
culation using surface reflectance data had no impact on LAI classi-
fication, and only minimal effects on the normalized divergence 
plots-:-'The result indicates that the covariance matrices for both 
the "plots" arId "effects" tend to be similar, and without any dom-
inating lobes. Subsequent review of the covariance matrices of the 
data. support this contention. 
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A sharp contrast is noted for the classification based on 
radiance data, using the spherical approximation of the actual 
covariance matrices. Figure 3 of Appendix B summarizes these 
results. Whereas the Euclidean classifier tagged the March "plot" 
2 as having an LAI of 1.0, the covariance weighted procedure iden-
tified it as having an LAI of 2.0. In a similar manner, April 
"plots" 1 and 3 are classified as having LAI's of 5.0 and 4.5, 
respectively. by Euclidean distance. The data dispersion weighted 
technique, however, identifies these same plots as both having an 
LAI of 4.0. 
These descrepencies are most likely the result of the incorpor-
ation of spherical approximations of the data dispersion. Another 
possible explanation is that the dispersion of the data is selec-
tively altered by atmospheric effects. As noted earlier. the mean 
vector positioning, however. is relatively unaltered. The within 
wavelength band variance has a possible physical explanation in the 
effects of selective absorption and scattering affecting the path 
radiance component of the satellite signal. 
In adJition to the data preprocessing for spherical covariances, 
a case was executed in which the "plot" data for both periods were 
corrected for sun angle effects. A linear correction algorithm, 
specifically developed for this data, was used. The procedure first 
involved relating the time of day for each canopy reflectance m~as­
urement to the appropriate sun angle. Once the sun angle for each 
fieJd measurement was determined, the corresponding mean radiance 
prediction could be corrected 'to the base sun angle used in the model 
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derivation of the "effect". The theoretical foundation and details ,. , 
of this correction technique are presented ina report by Smi th, 
Berry and Heimes (1975). 
The classification results, shown in Figure 3 of Appendix Bare 
nearly the same as those for the uncorrected data. The divergence 
plots are also very similar. This outcome appears to demonstrate 
that sun angle effects, over the range of sun angels involved in 
this study, have a negligible effect on LAI classification. 
8.3 Derived Feature Vector Classification 
To this point, the preprocessing of data has concentrated on 
meaningful transformations of the responses themselves. Another 
technique frequently used in remote sensing is data transformations 
designed to derive new feature vectors. These include ratioing 
bands, adding or subtracting them, and applying arithmetic func-
tions to s.retch and distort the original data. The purpose of 
these operations is to identify new feature spaces which enhance 
particular characteristics of a scene. For example, a relatively 
low response in band 4, when compared to band 7, might provide the 
same amount of information as the four band signatures in identi-
fying vegetated areas. 
Figures 4 through 6 of Appendix B report the results of using 
band ratios of 7/5, 6/4, and 7/5 with 6/4. The data used in these 
feature vector transformations utilized spherical covariance ma-
trices and sun angle corrected mean vectors. The selection of these 
tran~formations was based on the work by G. Johnson (1976) in asses-
sing plant biomass from LANDSAT data. The results, for the most 
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part appear disappointing. Numerous departures from the previous 
classifications are noted, and the normalized divergence plots of-
ten display minimal deflections. This erratic behavior is most 
likely caused by the severe averaging effect of the ratioing and 
the minimal number of feature vectors for classification. Of the 
three transformations, the 6/4 ratio is the closest to the original 
classifications, but underestimates the March leaf area indices. 
8.4 Summary of Classification Results 
. 51 ;;: 4,,=, n. 'f 
A sunmary of the classification results for the radiance data of 
this study is reported in Table 5. The table is constructed in ac-
cordance with the major classification categories. The row entries 
are organized accordi,ng to phenology stage and field plot number. 
The column organization reflects the three classification techniques: 
1) raw data using Euclidean distance; 2) corrected data using Swain-
Fu divergence; and 3) ratioed data, also using the Swain-Fu measure. 
The best overall results were achieved by the simple classifica-
tion of mean spectral responses using a Euclidean distance classi-
fier. The introduction of data dispersion information in 
classification, through the consideration of spherical covariance, 
actually degraded the results. Preprocessing the data for sun angle 
only slightly improved the classification accuracy. The use of 
derived feature vectors resulted in the worst classifications, and 
consistently understated the leaf area indices for the March period. 
The ability of the procedure to differentiate between conditions 
of average high plant density and low density is apparent. During 
the low density ti1lering stage in March the average deviation of 
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predictions based on technique I I,/as .15. The worst technique 
(ratio of bands 7/5) yielded an average deviation of 1.81 for this 
same period. The average deviations associated with the more dense 
heading stage in April proved to be more consistent between tech-
niques, resulting in average deviations from .22 to 1.38. 
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9.0 CONCLUSION 
The fundamental purpose of this research was to investigate the 
feasibility of using abstract computer modeling to infer inherent 
scene characteristics from remote sensing data. The principle hy-
pothesis of the study was: 
Plant canopy reflectance and atmospheric modeling 
can be used to infer intrinsic scene geometry var-
iables from spectral measurements. 
The specific geometric variable under study was the leaf area 
index (LAI) of a wheat canopy. A stochastic plant canopy reflec-
tance medel was used to develop a simulated reflectance data base 
which tracked the induced effects of changes in the LAI variable. 
An atmospheric model was employed to translate the surface reflec-
tance predictions into simulated satellite signals. The results of 
these operations were two data sets responding to systematic chan-
ges in LAI: one in terms of scene reflectance, and the other iden-
tifying radiance. Classification of measured field reflectance and 
corresponding simulated radiance was achieved by determining the 
minimum divergence between the model spectral signatures of known 
LAI, and the signatures of the responses to be identified. The 
leaf area index for an unknown area was assigned the same value as 
that of its most similar model derived signature. 
In partial support of this approach, an intensive field meas-
urement program was conducted. These data were utilized in the 
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study in two ways. First, the data acted as input to the canopy re-
flectance model and allowed for the calibration of the model's per-
fonnance. T:!e second major use was in the evaluation of the hypotheses 
under investigation. 
9.1 Hypotheses Results 
In addressing the general hypothesis of using modeling to infer 
scene geometry from spectral data, two sub-hypotheses were made: 
- Wheat canopy reflectance can be predicted by computer 
modeling, both as a function of low and high plant 
densities, and as a function of sun angle. 
- Low wheat density and high wheat density categories 
can be inferred from model data sets. 
The results of the investigation into the first sub-hypothesis 
demonstrates that reflectance modeling is applicable to wheat can-
opies. Section 6.2 describes this investigation. Figure 50 and 
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the results of this study. It was 
that the general agreement between model and field s~ectra1 
tures for both the March (low LAI) and the April (high LAI) 
found 
signa-
periods, 
were excellent. The March ~eriod was less accurate, most likely as 
a result of the pronounced rowing effect of the canopy, and an ini-
tial assumption made by the author which constrained the model's 
operation. The ability of the reflectance model to track sun angle 
effects was also apparent. A detailed account of this result is re-
ported in a paper by Smith and this author (1975). 
The results of the second sub-hypothesis is reported in Section 
8.0 and Table 5. During the low density stage in March the average 
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measured LAI was 2.48 while the average model prediction. using the 
best techni4ue, inferred a LAI of 2.33. A comparison of April LAI's, 
noted an actual 'average of 5.55. and an inferred index of 4.67, 
using the same classification technique. 
The general ~pothesis is inconclusive when applied to individual 
plots. This results primarily from the limited number of field plots 
measured in this study as discussed in Section 8.4. 
9.2 Other Major Contributions of the Study 
In addition to the major efforts of applying and validating a 
reflectance model to wheat canopies. and the development of a meth-
odology for inferring leaf area index. several other contributicns 
of this study should be noted. An extensive field measured data 
base was collected which incorporates the primary environmental and 
intrinsic scene variables, with actual canopy reflectance. for the 
four major phenology stages of wheat. This data base is further 
extended by the addition of model derived canopy reflectance as 
functions of both sun angle and leaf area index. 
The empirical study was also valuable in that several unique 
data collection techniques were developed. In particular. were the 
design and construction of an instrument for field measurement of 
individual leaf transmission (Section 3.2.1), and two rapid, in situ, 
field techniques for assessing leaf angle distributions (LAD) Sec» 
tions 3.2.2, 3.3, 4.0 and 5.0. 
Two major mathematical contributions were made. The sensitivity 
analysis of the Fredholm technique (Section 4.1) describes a proce-
dure. for evaluating the magnitude and direction of the sensitivity 
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of an individual input vector on an indivisible output vector. The 
Fourier technique required the development of a mathematical proce-
dure for convoluting two orthogonal distributions of angles, in 
order to estimate the true 3-space leaf angle distribution of a 
plant canopy (Section 4.2.2). 
The final contribution of the study involves an evaluation of 
several data transformations and classification algorithms, as to 
their effect in classifying leaf area index from spectral dlta 
(Section 8.0). The specific procedures investigated were: 1) 
Euclidean and covariance weighted classifiers; 2) sun angle correc-
tions; and 3) derived feature vectors. In conjunction ~/ith the 
first procedure a technique was implemented which transforms the 
ellipsoid of concentration of a data cluster into a hyper-sphere 
approximating the data dispersion information. 
9.3 Future Research 
The most apparent area of future research associated with this 
study, is the evaluation of the procedure under more variable con-
ditions and with actual aircraft or satellite data. In a study of 
this type, an operational test could be designed in which extensive 
ground measurements of LAI .~ould serve is eva1uation points. The 
hypotheses of such a study might include the principle hypothesis 
outlined in this report and a sub-hypothesis concerned with the 
extent of varietal or physical condition variations. 
A second area of potential study is ingrained in the refinement 
and extension of the Drocedure. This research might be concerned 
with the modeling approaches and assumptions. In addition, a more 
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rigorous investigation into classification techniques is warranted. 
Finally, the basic technique could be employed to determine the 
feasibility of inferring other intrinsic sce~e parameters, e.g., 
°individual leaf reflectance and transmission. 
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APPENDIX A 
Radiometric and Geometric Field Data 
The principl~ field data collected by TAMU/CSU for the canopy 
modeling effort consists of periodic canopy reflectance, intensive 
leaf area index (LAI) measures, extensive LAI estimates, individual 
leaf transmission measurements, and canopy geometry photos. Rela-
tive1y, complete data sets are available for March 20, 1975 (Ti1-
1ering Stage, TAMU), April 23, 1975 (Jointing Stage, TAMU/CSU), and 
May 20, 1975 (Heading Stage, TAI~U). Less complete data sets were 
collected on November 24, 1974 (I'linter Til1ering Stage, TAMU/CSU) 
and June 26, 1975 (Ripening Stage, TAMU/CSU). The following table 
summarizes the data ,set. Amore detailed presentation of the March 
and April data sets is included in the remaining parts of this 
section. 
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Table A-I. FINNEY COUNTY DATA SUMMARY. The field measurements of 
the radiometric and geometric parameters of the canopy 
were made for four phenological stages. Diurnal can-
opy reflectance was collected for each stage. The 
diffuse to direct iradiance ratio and soil reflectance 
were sampled periodically for each data. 
I. March 20, 1975 
-Canopy Reflectance: 
Time: 
-Leaf Area Index: 
Ti 11 ering Stage 
Plot 1 
1100 hrs. 
ll45 
1300 
1400 
2.07 
Plot 2 
1045 
1130 
1245 
1345 
4.06 
Field 416 
Plot 3 
1030 
1115 
1230 
1330 
1.31 
-Canopy Geometry: Fredholm Field Photos 
-Leaf Transmission: Not Taken 
-10" LAI Plots: Field 
Plot 1 
Plot 2 
II. April 23, 1975 
-Canopy Reflectance: 
Time: 
367 369 370 
2.22 2.15 1.48 
2.78 2.43 8.45 
414 421 
8.53 4.54 
9.17 3.60 
Joi nti ng Stage 
Plot 1 
1000 hrs. 
ll30 
1315 
1715 
Plot 2 
1045 
1145 
1345 
1730 
Field 416 
Plot 3 
1115 
1200 
1400 
1800 
-Leaf Area Index: 5.13 5.36 6.15 
-Canopy Geometry: Fouri er Fi e 1 d Photos 
-Leaf Transmission: Not Taken 
-10" LAI Plots: Field 
Plot 1 
Plot 2 
367 369 370 414 421 
2.22 2.15 1.48 8.53 4.54 
2.78 2.43 8.45 9.17 3.60 
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Table A-l. (Continued) 
III. May 20. 1975 Heading Stage Field 416 
-Canopy Reflectance: 
Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 
Time: 0945 hrs. 1015 1045 
1100 1115 1130 
1200 1215 1245 
1300 1315 1345 
-Leaf Area Index: 4.11 5.32 6.04 
-Canopy Geometry: Fourier Field Photos 
-Leaf Transmission: Green. Yellowing, Dead 
-10" LAI Plots: Field 367 369 370 414 421 
plot 1 3.82 1.83 3.12 5.65 1.80 
Plot 2 3.22 5.68 9.76 7.64 2.16 
IV. June 26. 197ti Ripening Stage Field 416 
-Canopy Reflectance: 
Plot 1 Plot 2 Plot 3 
Time: 1115 1000 
1200 1115 
1245 
1300 
-Leaf Area Index: 1. 79 2.17 2.04 
-Canopy Geometry: Fourier Field Photos 
-Leaf Transmission: Dead 
-10"LAI Plots: Field 367 369 370 414 421 
plot 1 .78 1.15 .94 1. 79 1.02 
plot 2 .85 2.00 3.14 2.63 1.08 
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Table A-2. MARCH LEAF AREA INDEX AND DESCRIPTIVE PARAMETERS. 
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Table A-3. MARCH RADIOMETRIC DATA. 
~o ~ II DATE TIME CROP AND LOCATION P~OT "UMBER ORIENTATIoN - AEFLECT.NCE_ RAN01 8ANn2-RAND3-~'N~4 0321)75 1052 WH[AT KS. 416-1 OFF ROW .07,. .n8t .::1'42 .33111 03207S J055 wHEAT Its. 4)6-1 ON ROW .1)711 .079 .~54 .320 
£) 132"'5 JnS7 "HEAT ... ~. 416-J ON ROW .071' .01111 ."24 .'-'9~ 
l~ 132u75 JU59 4'HEAT KCi. 416"1 OFF ROW .n7. .074 ."19 .11Q OJln5 1\36 WHEAT /(5. '16"1 OfF AOw .n6] .010 .;111 .u-fJ Ol2015 IUS "HEAT k5. 416-1 ON ROlli .('169 .Olli ."22 .337 Ol101S u.o WHEAT KS. 416-1 ON RQ" .,,61 .nll. .:t2' ."0' 
51 
032075 1142 WHEAT Its. 411\-1 OFF ADW .1'66 .07' .?ue .307 
0.l2"70 0104 wHlAT KS. .16-1 OFF .:tow .n6t; .06n ."l~ .7'110 
132015 0105 WHEAT KS. 416-1 ON ROw .n61) .o,.n .190 .~8t1 
112Ul' 0106 WHEAT 1'5. ·16-1 ON ROW _.060 _ .050. .t!14 .314 
01ZU15 OlUJ WHEAT KS. 416-1 OFF ROW .~61 .06-; .'18 .3DA 
Olll)r5 0)'55 WH~AT KS. 416-1 ON AO_ .05' .071' .:tO~ .,'4 
OliU7!) 0156 WHEAT Its. 416-1 OFF ROW .a76 .Dl~ .~Ie .3D" 
012\175 011138 wHE'" KS. 416-1 OFF ROW .07ft .n74 .~1J .2191 i 032U75 0159 WHEAT K5. 416-1 ON ROlli .t'l7ft .06' .'O~ .'01 OlZ015 04:15 WhEAT ",5. 416-1 OF'F RO_ .0T. .015 .?42 ..• 311 032u75 0_36 WltEAT KS. 416-1 ON ROW .n61 .077 ."lft .,'4 ~ , U3lUTS 0 .. 37 IIII,..EAT 1\5. 4)6-1 ON ROW .n5' .n?l ."46 ."'11 ~ OlZ015 0,.1 IIIIHEAT '"'S. 416-1 OFF ROlli .074 .07! .'6~ .34,. \0 
Ol?D1!:. J04 .. WHEAT flS. 416-2 ON kOW .n8n .066 ."4" .131 i Ol2075 10.5 _lotEAT K4i. 4'6-? OFf ROlli .n82 .ft61o .~5' .1SIO 
03Z015 IU4ft _ WHEAT 1'1:5. 4]6-2 OFf ROW .079 .071 .• "76 _ .. 35ft i 032u'5 1047 WHEAT 1(5. 416-2 ON ROW .f'1t1 .07,. .~!5' .~lft I Ul207!) 1121 WHEAT K5. 4J6-2 OFF ROW .net .069 ."Sn .,311 I 032U15 1121 WHEAT KS. 416-2 ON ROW .n61 .011 .'-3. .31" 032C175 1128 1IIt-[AT KS. 4JA-2 ON ROlli .Olt8 .ft69 .;t31§ .33. g32u75 11;t9 WHt:.AT Its. 416-2 OfF RnW ."eo .nl" ."5n .3311 032075 1211i2 "HEAT Its. 416-2 OFf ROW .065 .061 .~44 .:J3n Dl2U1!1 12S4 _HEaT I(~. "16-2 0,. ROW .n6? .nleo ."llt .:13" 
032015 I:!S6 lIfhfAT KS. 41"-2 ON Raw .n6" .,,6- .'!!' .:!IIO' 
..--J On015 : .'" WHEAT KS. 4'6-2 OFF AO. .ft6'5 .or" ."41 .l37 Ol2015 . r .7 WHEAl Its. 416-2 ON ROW .n6'] .('bn ."3Q .~~, 
032015 0142 "I-I[II.T KOS. 416-2 OFF ROw • .,6,. .1'11 ."]0 .1~· , 
032015 0143 "HEAT KS. '."-2 ON Anw .1'6,. .n74 ."22' .'114 I D1iU1b 0164 WHEal KS. 416-2 OFF" ROW .('69 .011 ."2-; .'11 OllO75 O.Jl Ii "'MEAT K$. 4."-2 O~ ROW .nal) .09" ."5] .:-6" 0]llt7!J flJ35 lIIHEat KS. 416-2 OFF AOIII .nl1 .n82 .::!'44 .3l:' 
DJlU7& olJq WHI" 41 "';. 4,,.-;.: 0,. ROW .n11 
.fI"" .:-ZQ .'2~ OliU7!; 03·-.. IIfHfAT t<S. 41"-2 on ROW .r71 .nH? 
.'.' .'2" OlZO 1!i 1113 f wHP·T KS. '1~-J nN ROw .070 .071 .300 .lSl" 
Ol2Ul~ .'J']S "HEAT 1'1:50. 41"-.1 ai'll ROW .n74 .n81' ."21 .4'1' 
0371115 In)h w'"'EAT t(!';. 41"-) ON NOW .('11('1 .n?n .'7n .... " 
032U75 1011 "HEAT ... ~. 
.'''-') OfF AOw .nl'" .n",. .~o" .'4" 
,'--.... -, .,_.,-.,' 
~.ii.:"~if,ill:~\~~~;':~--"'~"> -.f. . :... o,.;,~, ' :.- . 
.... _~_'v~~~._~_. __ •. ,.-.~....-, __ , ........ ~"--... ",~;-o-.~..,.......,,";-~~~~~~~ 
.m •• ' ~1M!/IL~'!~~":1:.'" 
~---
Table A-3- cont. 
nln. 11\4 WHEAT K5. 416-3 OFF POW .nl0 .010 .100 •• 3" 
0320'~ 111'5 "H(AT KS. 416-3 ON ROW .1'10 .010 .... 00 •• 5n 
032U75 1116 WHEAT KS. 016-3 ON ROlli _.n60 .O&n ___ .~90 •• 6n 
032U75 IIIr wHEAr It!'. .16-' oFF Rt''' .n80 .n80 ."'If') •• 3ft 
DUU75 12J~ WHEAT t(S. 416-3 ON AOw .n6n .051) .~'O ."'811 
D32075 12ll WttLAT KS. '16-3 OFF PI'h' .060 .OSO .":»60 .~8P 
03207. 1238 WHEAT K5. ""-3 OFF ROW .05n .Oslt ."60 .1ftn OllU,5 1239 "HEAT KS. "6-3 OFF AOw .PSO .(''in ."0 .~.n 
03lU5 .1~6 WHEAT KS. U6-3 OFF NOw .n60 .060 .tTa _.3'n 
03207. el28 "~EaT '<5. 416-3 ON ROW .n6n .050 ."50 .60f! 
'Ol2075 OUIl WHEaT KS. 416-3 O~ NOW .n60 .050 .~5n .60ft 
0320'5 Dl31 WHEA' K5. 416-3 OfF ~ow .060 .060 _.~60 .'7~ 
Illn5 0.23 "HEAT i\s. '1"-3 OFF flOW .,,71 .o&n .1100 ."ft 032U,5 "'24 W",EAT KS. 41,,-] 0.. ROW .n70 .1'10 .''1(1 •• 1ft 
032075 "42'5 WHEAT KS. 4'6-] ON ROlli .070 .070 ."l' .42n 
03207. .·26 WHEAT K~. 416-] OFF AOW .nlO .090 ."'ft •• 4n 
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Table A-4. APRIL LEAF AREA INDEX AND DESCRIPTIVE PARAMETERS. 
April 23, 1975 JOinting Stage Field 416 
Crop Type Satanta Wheat (l0" dri 11; EW) 
Heigh" 28-35 em 
Chlorotic 2-5% Yellowing 
Weeds 0% 
Soil Condition : Dry 
Wind Calm 
Lear Area Index 
Dry Weight (2' X 2' Plot) 
Number of Tillers (2' X 2' Plot) 
Live 
Dead 
Total 
Average Tillers/Plant 
Live 
Dead 
Total 
Average Leaf Area/Plant 
Green 
Yellow 
Dead 
Total 
PLOT 1 
5.13 
142.24 gm 
907.00 
52.00 
PLOT 2 !'LOT 3 
5.36 6.15 
148.70 207.63 
1179.00 931.00 
75.00 33.00 
959.00 1254.00 964.00 
8.80 10.80 8.40 
.60 1.60 .80 
9.40 12.40 9.20 
100.84 em2 83.48 89.70 
33.21 42.50 19.16 
40.99 32.02 31.49 
175.04 158.00 140.35 
\' 
I 
""4 
~., 
r I 
1.0 
.8 
.6 
§ 
~ .4 Po 
.2 
o. 
o 
Angle 1!W.. 
O· 
.003 
5 .009 
10 .012 
15 .022 
20 .032 
25 .034 
30 .037 
35 .042 
40 .052 
45 .064 
50 .073 
55 .086 
60 .094 
65 .105 
70 .105 
75 .090 
80 .072 
85 .036 
90 .032 
10 20 
-""'-.-.. .... -.. - -
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T "-r--
+ + 
Cummulative 
Probability 
Discrete 
Probability 
+ + + + + 
30 40 50 60 70 
LEAF ANGLE (Oeg.) 
FIGURE A-2. LEAF ANGLE DISTRIBUTION FOR APRIL. 
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Table A-5. APRIL RADIOMETRIC DATA. 
DATE TIME CROP AND LOCATJOt~ PLOT NUNBER 
042375 100" WHEAT Its. 416-1 
042::t75 10\3 wHEAT KS. 416-1 
042.315 ldtr; WHF.AT K5. 4'''-J 
042375 101& II1HEAT K5. 41~-J 
.4ZJ7~ lI?e WHEAT Its. 416-1 
~% • 4U,S 113. WHEAT KS. 416-1 042375 l13l WHEAT KS. 416-1 • 0Zl'S 1135 WHEAT KS. 416-1 
>'d~ U423l5 0120 W~EAT KS. 416-1 042315 012. VHtil Its. .t~-l ~~ 042.JJ5 0125 "~E&T KS. 016-1 042375 DI21 WHEAT KS. 416-1 042375 .~21 WHEAT 1<5. 4JIC.-' 
~>'d .Ul7S OSll WHEAT KS. 410-1 OOZl7S 05'.5 WHE,4T 1<5. 0\6-1 ~~ 042315 Q521 VHF.'AT K5. 416-1 .4Zl7S 104i? WHEAT KS. 416-2 >-:!~ 042375 10". WHEaT KS. .16-2 ~'CP 0.2375 1O.fr WHEAT 1(5. 416-2 
.4Zl,S tU4H .... £ ... T KS. 4,6-Z 
042315 1146 WHEAT KS. 416-2 
0"2J15 1148 "HEAT KS. 4J6-2 
042375 115" WHEAT K~. 010-2 OOZl,S 1153 WHEAT IItS. 4.(,--2 
042175 0140 WHEAT KS. 416-2 
04Z~'S 0143 "HEAT KS. "1'!--2 
042315 0146 WHEAT KS. 416-2 
042J15 0148 WHEAT K~. 4,(,-2 
.OZl,5 0538 WHEAT KS. .16-~ 
.4Zl,S 0540 WHEAT KS. 416-2 
DUl,S OS41 WHEIT KS. 416-2 
042315 0'S43 WHf.aT KS. '16-2 
h{~~,,~~~_'~i~>j;~~:~~i~i~,;J;;,.- i,;"~·_:":';IO!;:t->':";-," ~"-.-,;~; ::,,-- ,,-.', 
"~'':':': ~ '~""'''''-__ <~:'' ~_,~:;-.~ -~ ' ... 4 it X .~ p. C . .L§ §L:za & -" 
~ 
, • 
~~ 
.:~\ 
~--
'''', 
ORIEfI1T'TlO~ REFLECTANCE_ RIND I BANoaalND3 RaNn4 
ON ROW 
.031 .023 .~II' .4o" ON ROV .1136 .019 .~51 .~6~ 
OFF fiOW .nso .036 .,.5' .:!t" OFF ROW 
.04' .02111 .,.2 .:!tS1 
ON AO,- .l'~3~ .• 021 .~'D .• 43 • Oflll POW, .nt., 
.03ft .'7P .43' OFF AOtil 
."50 .035 ."54 .'1' • OFF ROlli .D4' _.03. __ .• ~24 
.36. 
OFF AOIII .tll0 .n51 .'4ft ., .. 
OFF AOIi' .n5~ 
.04' .~22 .361' ON ROW 
."53. _ .036 __ 1!9? _ -•• 6" 
ON AOW .('IS, 
.03<> 
.'''7 ... " OFF ROW .n53 • 1124 ." . .:I'~ OFF ROW .nSIt .(t2e 
.'" 
•• n. 
ON ROlli .n51 .(131 .'53 .'80 ~ OFF ROIit .o5l .(131 
."0 .4,t; N ON ~O. .03. .02~ _ ."'~ .• 4Sf' W ON ROlli 
.n3' .n21!1i ."113 .43. OFF Rnllt 
.193" .t)23 .'4' .35n 
OFF AOW 
."·1 ,n26 ."54 .311 , Ott ROW 
.P"3 .n31 .'1? ."'~ i ON ROW .n." .n2Q .:It,,, 
."2" J OFF AOW _ . .,., 
.02. ."Zl 
.3'" ~ OFF ADW .114' .n31 .2" ., .. ON AOW .n"" .0311j .~on .. ,,, ON AO. .051 .031 .'94 .4·1 OFF AOW .,,49 .tl3e; ."S,. .'51'1 OFF AOW .04' .012 ."'51 .,.,,, , ON AOW .1153 ,,,;tt; 
.'.3 
.1Ii'" j ON AOIII 
.115' .n29 .'lSit .~." ; 
OFF ROW 
.19'" .oz. .P9' .42- ---..:l .,., I 
oFF ROW .nSA 
."21 .'9, .'3111 i 
''-'<'-'-;'" ,~;: '~"_...i...L~~j'ii;'- 73,!-~:;'J-cc 
,,",0 _ ,~">.',..-,;~,,~,...~,;_" --:r"'-~-'-"~""""",:""-____ ''"'"''''--''-~''''''' .. ,,' if ". ~ .. ,.....-~ 
!M:IIc'""",,:.~ '_""~~o;'F!mlJ::""'r."~""""'" T-""'- , __ ~_'''';:-~--:-::'':-, ~r:"":_H"r~"~:r."' 
~ 
Table A-5- cont. 
04ZJ1b IUo WHEAT tl.s. 4J6-3 ON ROw 
.04, .02Q .']o!O .4!;:1 0"237S 1113 "H~'T KS. 616"'3 ON ROW 
.n3::! .0119 ."30 .36., 062.115 111+ WHEAT KS. 
.416-3 OFF Rnw 
.n36 _ .023 .. • ::"111 .• 3" 042315 1115 "1i[AT KS. 416-3 OF, ROw 
.a44 .a211 .~93 
.42' 042~15 1203 WHEAr KS. 416-3 ON ROV 
.n'ft .tt27 .".3 
.'''' 
.4Z315 1201 "HEAT K5. 016-3 ON ~ow 
.050 ,.03' _ .'91 
.'64 "2::115 i210 "HF.Al K5o. 416-3 OFF ROlf 
.045 .032 .;1181'1 
.'19'1 042375 121Z WHE."T KS. 416-3 0', 1100 
.n'l .02' .='3'" .:t,,, 041315 0201 WHEaT KS. 416-3. ON ROO 
.n5n •. ~3~._ ."01 
."!in 042375 020' WHEAT kS. 416-3 0,. ROw 
.1'14" .tt3. .'53 .411t 042375 oall "H[AT K5. 416-] 0" RO. 
.n4, 
.037 .;116' .3611, 0.2375 0212 ~"'EAT KS. 416-3 0" ROW 
.050 .• 03' 
."" .4ft' 
0.Z315 0554 WHEAT KS. 
'16-3 ON ROw 
.1'150 .026 
.32' .&2, 
~ 
04Z3'15 OSlJi5 WHEAT ~S. 41f.-] 0" ROW 
.a52 .021 .123 
.It ... " 
'" 
042375 0551 WHEAT KS. 
• 416-3 0'1' ROW 
.(160. 
.023 ,.~.31_ ..7111 ~
042375 OS~9 WHEAT kS. 416-3 0" ROW 
.. (156 
.02' .~64 ."a_ 
.~ 
-
1 
~ 
,-
-"'" 
,; .. 
• 
it 
r"" ~ -~ 
~ " 
, 
,."'. 
! 
~ . 
~ I 
···········r-·· . ·1"" . 
I I 
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Table A-6. AVERAGE DIURNAL CANOPY REFLECTANCE. Canopy reflectance 
is averaged over on-row and oFf-rol" set ups. 
r~arch 20 Band 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 
PLOT 1 
1052 hrs. .076 .078 .235 .315 
1136 .065 .072 .217 .316 
1304 .062 .059 .209 .299 
1355 .067 .070 .210 .299 
1635 .067 .075 .240 .329 
PLOT 2 
1044 .075 .071 .260 .230 
1127 .074 .070 .244 .333 
1252 .066 .070 .237 .326 
1342 .067 .069 .231 .322 
1515 .C74 .086 .242 .335 
PLOT 3 
1033 .071 .083 .298 .475 
1114 .055 .075 .300 .443 
1236 .055 .050 .250 .383 
1331 .060 .055 .258 .390 
162;$ .068 .073 .288 .430 
April 23 " d 4 Band 5 Band 6 Band 7 
PLOT 1 
1009 hrs. .023 .027 .249 .381 
1128 .047 .033 .2.58 .409 
1302 .058 .058 .258 .405 
1738 .054 .029 .270 .416 
PLOT 2 
1042 .039 .025 .266 .401 
1146 .043 .030 .261 .381 
1340 .049 .035 .275 .402 
1738 .054 .025 .321 .503 
PLOT 3 
1110 .040 .025 .262 .391 
1203 .045 .031 .266 .395 
1407 .049 .035 .276 .408 
1754 .055 .025 .338 .519 
I 
'l_ 
, 
J 
• 
I"" " """"r"""""""'''''IT''~'~~' ''"',' 
APPENDIX fl 
Nonnalized Divergence Plots 
The divergence between th .. model deri'ved spectral signatures 
and the signatures of areas \'lith unknown LAI were calculated 
using several different techniques. Figures B-1 through 6-3 
show the nonnalized divergence plots for transfonned data. Fig-
ures 0-4 through U-6 depict the nonnalized divergence for derived 
feature vectors. 
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APRIL 
PLOT 3 
PLOT 3 
PLOT 2 PLOT 2 
PLOT 1 PLOT 1 
2.5 3.5 4.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 
LEAF AREA IrlDEX 
FIGURE B-1. NORMALIZED DIVERGENCE USING SPHERICAL COVARIANCE MATRICES (REFLECTANCE DATA). 
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1.0 APRIL 
PLOT 3 
.8 
.6 
.4 
.2 
PLOT 3 
O. 
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z: 
UJ 
~ 
UJ .6 
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LEAF AREA INDEX 
FIGURE B-2. NORMALIZED DIVERGENCE USING SPHERICAL COVARIANCE MATRICES (RADIANCE DATA). 
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MARCH APRIL 1.0 r-----~~----__, .-----....!:!!:.~---~..., 
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FIGURE B-3. NORMALIZED DIVERGENCE USING SUN ANGLE CORRECTED RADIANCE. 
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MARCH APRIL 1.0 _----!:=~----__, r-----J:l~=--__::::::_-__, 
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FIGURE 8-4. NORMALIZED DIVERGENCE USING RATIO OF BANDS 6/4. 
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FIGURE B-5. NORMALIZED DIVERGENCE USING RATIO OF BANDS 6/4. 
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1.0 MARCH APRIL 
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FIGURE B-6. NORMALIZED DIVERGENCE USING RATIO OF BANDS 7/5 and 6/4. 
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APPENDIX C 
Computer Programs 
Fi ve FORTRAI4 programs are presented in thi s appendi x. The 
first three (PROP. THETA and CONVOL) are used in converting the 
measured angular bias of Fourier diffraction patterns. generated 
from field photographs. into estimates of the 3-space leaf angle 
distribution (LAD) of a pldnt canopy. Program ORTHOG utilizes 
digitized silhouettes of individual plants in calculating the 
distribution of angles for individual plants. and the overall LAD. 
Program SUFU is the classification routine developed in this study. 
All other programs used in the study are available through the 
referer ces. 
g .: 
'-$' 
Page intentionally left blank 
Exhibit C-1. PROGRAM PROP. 
Program Name: PROP 
Subroutines Required: GRAPH 
Narrative: 
136 
PROP accepts as input desitometer reCldings which wedge sample 
the diffraction pattern of an orthogonal view of a plant canopy. A 
plot of the distribution of leaf slopes contained in the ori gi na 1 
image is then generated. 
Control Card Input: 
Card 1 
Column 1-4 (14) (NRUN) Number of runs 
Column 5-10 (16) (NDATE) Date in 6 INTEGERS 
Column 11-20 (FlO.S) (DERCT) Threshold value 
Column 21-30 (FlO.S) (BADJ) Base adjust~ent for 
aperture 
Co 1 umn 31-40 (FlO.S) (DTEST) ~1i nimum di vergence 
test value 
Column 41 (Il) (MTRAIL) Test for end of data (other than 0 for 
end of data) 
Cards 2 & 3 
Column 1-80; 
Card 2 (l6FS.1) DATAE) Densitometer values 
Column 1-15: 
Card 3 (16F5.1) (DATAE) Densitometer values 
Repeat Card 1 and Card 2 and 3 formats for each successive group of 
3 data cards until a,l desired data has been entered. End of data is 
indicated by a single card with some integer value other than 0 for 
Col umn 41. 
14 
, 
I 
Ji 
I ) 
• 
I .. "" . "I" 
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PPnun,,~ PRO.,tINPUT,UUTPUT.TAPF..IJ-INPu"f.PE.,-OUTPUT,PUNCH,'JL"f.'LI 
____ .. __ . w ....... e~O';M!H_tAQPJ$.j)ElHG~EU.~O_UEVECUP. A DEN51 Tt.EUNCtlUN __ O~tHL ___ • __ _ 
C ",OL£5 IN IHE IN'UI seEN •• "A~EU ON 'HE INTENS"y III IN 
• 
r. C(lAMESPONnING OJ,,".CflO'4 PlfTEAN NEO,fIVE. THE PAI~~lP'L 
C ~\IT~U' _IS.~_vnT~IUVItO~ OF ANOLU INfERREV.IN THE lti.ur. 
r. J~ lU nF6AEE l~eRF.H[N'S FHUw 0 1U qO OEOAF.ES. 
c ••••• "",PUT 
__ . ____ ._ . __ .£. __ --'~!:tlIH~C.U.IO!I.Jt_'~VNL~DA'£l-- ________________ . ____ _ 
C '""[SHOLD VALVE I.F.ACTI 
lr C ROS, ADJUSTMF.NT fa_ AoEAruRE IHADJI 
~ ___ .~.I~'''~!!..9.IVE_A~.~CE JE~' VILUE . .lOTUII. ___ ... _______________ _ 
r. ••••• nuTPu' 
c OAlot'."t.. 0", ", lNT[NSHIES OF'F DIFFAAClIft ... PA,TE.N C RISE VALUE ___________ _ 
C ~~I.UM uEvIATjON"fij"f"l'DiT' 
C "ENIUE DEVIAIIO" 
~ ct~m~W~N-mi£iiN jjF..~rWTuNi:iiiiN _. . . - .--- -- ----.-----
C SCtNE nEHSny FUNCTION 
_-!!~ ____ . __ . ..J!ll!t:ft~lnN pAllE 1191 .PA.Q!''O.'!li2.Dl..!.U~:t.u!U..uL..,P..1lnJ.AA~ 1 .. 1 ". PI II tlll~I ___ _ 
C 
Jr 
.'S 
C ••• SET UP 'XtSE~ FOR M.PA ROUTINt 
to 
c 
t~ .. EfaFIl MIJ"R 9 l1iDP-' 
to 
on 20U 1(.1.50 
------C--- .--. 
"II c: ••• HFAO DAU 
r. 
;iF.O 9i~;5iof 1iiiij;";~NLiiTE ;Pf.ACT ;sioJ.OfE;, ,,,,fNAiL 
-;\0 f:",QMUU .... 16.3FIO.'5,111 
--------
_________ . ___ l[l!H~!t~.!lJ .. .!!LgO_!Q_ )00_ .. _~ ____ ..... _________ .. 
-5 ~f.,n ,c;.~n51 COAUEtJ,.hl'19, 
~,,~ rnQH&fllbC'!\.l' 
5·' _______ _ 
c 
C ••• rf~T FU'f II-'COMI'ATAIHLI rv 9FhEEN a A"4iJ ldn ll~G~EE REAUINGS. IF 
C TFt;T IS pn5tTl'IE-TJoffN TR£ DATi ',..IV RF. IN £AAnR. 
C 
r , ; ; 
I 
if,;., 
~2-\., 
i? 
~ 
.(-.1; 
'\' 
:~ 
~'. 
-~ 
,~ 
, 
:.;r 
~ 
·./i 
'?--
i • -
! 
1 
I ( 
• 
fJ-' 
.... -.. 
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"'~ FllAMAr(//". nlVUU"r~s., 
.. lglL. ______ . _____ "1'!1 U6.L~SDL!DE.Y.l U, J '1. Ii I. _ 
wPTTE,,,,b,l;, 
",,0 j:ngMATIIII,. "lP'iPACTIOf~ P4TTl:.AN OENSlh' F"U"U"'rroPII V.t.L.UES.) 
\j~lr~,,.,'15U) (J~'iP(l).1.tt19' 
WPTr~I".b"O) 
lie. 6il1u FIIU"'''' CIII.. ot::NSlTY FU"'t.:TlON VALUES F'O~ INPUt*) 
.... _____________ '!,~LTIU~.t."..5(!J--'~Q~UIiT.111.1-..ll.llll __ . ______ . _._¥ _ _ __ •.. _____ ._ ... __ .. _ 
C Pl!flCH 1I)b.tTRUN,N[)fITE 
C ~lJt..ICIi 7)u, CPRODOATII'.J,d.l'U 
r~IIIo4I?T.·lf' __ ._ 
nAllaO. 
('HI I}(I JIII1.J~ 
,A ,;; 
.. __ . ________ ._.~lLt~~!lE_Qtll~ •. GJ .• _tt'_4!'.L y!-!~J!!I~A9i!OIiI.lJ.J ______ . __ '.". ___ .• _____ _ 
QC Cm-lTlf>4UE 
~~~.IY~4~ •• 1'·ln. 
""III(_IUI( 
v~4i.hl~·X/;ri •. 
C"LL UAA~H IICA It Ie;. PROPOR' ,YMU .NUM"" .N~UP\l.NDA T£) 
7nS rnQ"'IUlr .. ,tfd 
- - u--·------'·'7n-rmUfirnAF'fJ._j 
I~n Gn TO 2nu 
?~U WRtTE'&.b2~' NRUN 
--.-----_. ----- ---------- ----
6?) F{1t.MU c-I.,.· Ri..irf .',1 .. ;.-uiiis Nor CONTAiN SfnNiFic'NT iii~jifioN 
I Tn DEVELOP A OF.N~lTV FUNCTfUN*1 
1';~ -------~~~-~~~n~~-~--------- ----------.----
ST"'" 
__ E"O . _____ _ 
~U"R(JUT INe: GHA~M 'x, Y. YMAIt .NIIMP r ,NHUN.NUATE J 
__________ -1lJ.J.lE!!.5.lJl!Lli50lLU >.Il1 __________ . __ 
LTITI.10~PUN NUMBER 
LT1T2 8 SI-I"'ATE 
c L6B •• S~ANGLE 
t.41o\'t'.10\olPU(J~OQTII)", 
C-LL SF.T'.1 •• 8 •• 1 •• 810"leO •• O •• 't'~A.,lJ 
_________ . __ .. --'.lli-"~V.jS.~OO.LA~Yo.10J-1JIL ________ ._. ____________ . ____ . __ _ 
CALL P.QT'430.5.LAdX,S.I,OJ 
In CALL p~QTt3e2.1"1~'LTIT1,10,1,O) 
~!LL !,!!:!~~PJ~8U~'2~JJI. __ . _ 
CALL ~~qTt3q5,~~n.LTIT2.~'1.0) 
CALl. NUloIbAltlUATF.,.,t1161 
_( ________ f~l.L_IH{QFMTf~':1fJ2!.!'·_SI!f"'tJ_".JJ __ . ___ . ,_ ._. __ . ___ . ___ . ______ ._ •• _._ •. __ 
i:j-.--.- CAd. jJEQIMLtHhl.1U.1) ,-. 
CALL CUqVE' 'II, 't' ,NIJ"4Pl I 
C6LL _f.RAf1E.. 
PF1UHN 
Hn 
41$i!iii 
;' 
, 
I 
I 
Exhibit C-2. PROGRAM THETA. 
Program Name: THETA 
Subroutines Required: None 
Narrative: 
140 
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I 
THETA is entirely self-contained. It derives a matrix of the 
three-space angles inferred by any pair of orthogonally projected 
angles from 2.5 to 87.5 degrees. This program outputs a punched 
deck of the matrix, which is utilized in program CONVOL. 
Control Card Input: None 
't;a·aUAiii\ 
Ii 
r 
• I 
• ,
L 
l 
i , 
, 
l 
I 
i 
I 
• 
I .. 
j, .. 
J' 
55 
+-
"T-' .. 
I 
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aND I 
C P C;., CTrvE T ~ E liP CE .NAL,19 ... UEGHEf.Sh 
C ..... l'·DUT 
, CUERTN CI~T~AN'L A,SIGNMENI Of cONVERSION 'acIQR fO~ DEODE!' fa 
t .'UIA'S, C CHTnrij I QAOIA~5 TO DEG •• ES, S A IYfC'fB A£PdrSENTJ~' 0.90 ntU8~gs IN 5 PEoRlE INI£aYAISIN tHE II v, fii 
r 1 lyrCtu. 'OQ VZ VIEO' 
C ..... (tUIPUT 
C TU 'A.'AY CONTAINING TH~ THOEE SPACE ANGLES 0' ALL -AlAS OF OATHOGONAL C .If. ANGL'S, 
C 
nlMENS'2N .,1M).1'181,IO'19.1AI.7HII ••• II 
C ••• A!It~rl'tl. eONVFDSrON 
e 
FACTO.S 
C"~Gr .... el1.S.u 
t. TDEG.~7 .~.5T8 
! .. ,gn rI' lYE DEliSi! INeREi4bHs 'nA fAt k i"m , viEWS 
c 
.." •• "i·CDE~TO 
YCt'·'CY.·CDEATR 
15 C~"'T1'~lJf 
C ... CALCIILAIE IHE T~AEE SPACE ANGLE ASSUCIATED .IT" .If" ALL .AIOS 
C 
c 
O(l 50 (alelA 
ClD 51,1 J-l.le 
U·UNUC,,, l 
V~.'TANCACJ}"/CrANCYCIJ}' 
Chl.·Y2··? 
~nttAI IC!' bc .J'- TA~2tZ"Cj 
'~Cl.~'.ITRCI·J'·CRTOF.GJ ~" r.rar.,TlNUE 
('I" lUI) ra,_u 
~U"'C'" ~')_ Clt)'h.U.J_I_U' 
61S Ftl9MA(fef)u." 
wrTTEI~,6111' fTDCI.J'.J.I.\q, 
111'1) F",'I.IArClt" _.8'15.11 
Irq c;n~ltlNI!'i 
""'fA, 
. 
I 
, 
f 
~ 
, ' 
r~'-'" 
I 
I 
<, "~" .... "'·"·'''·''~~r'~·''''·~' "1"""""""'" "'l",··,·"·m,,,," "1,"""" '" 
I ,[ 
Exhi bit C-3. PROGRAM CorNOL. 
Program Name: CON VOL 
Subroutines Required: None 
Narrative: 
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CONVOL uses the jOint probabilitir ,rthogonal pairs of 
,~gonal distributions planner projected angles to conve'" 
of angles. The process involves cycling thruugh a matrix of three-
space angles inferred by pairs of orthogonally projected angles. 
Each e1ement of the matrix is assigned to a three-space angle inter-
val, which in turn, is assigned the value of the joint probability 
of the orthogonal pairs occurance. These joint probabilities in 
each class are added, with the final sum indicating the probability 
of that three-space class's occurrance. 
Control Card Input: 
Card 1 
Column 1-10 
Card 2-55 
Col umn I-BO 
Card 56 
Co 1 umn 11-20 
Co I umn 21-30 
Card 57 
Column 11-20 
Column 21-30 
( 110) 
(BFlO. 5) 
(FlO.5) 
(FlO.S) 
(FlO.S) 
(FlO.5) 
(N) Number of orthogonal 
pairs 
(THETA3D) 3-space matrix; THETA 
output 
(BASEX) Base value in D.P. 
(AVDEVX)' Average deviation in D.P. 
(BASEY) 
(AVDEVY) 
Same; Y view 
Same; Y vi e\~ 
it itAiM' '.1 " £;U 
, 
I 
1 
I ,. 
--~- r-
I 
I 
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~11(;"'M' C('It-I\lOL I I~puf .OoJTPiJT ,riPe:13.poIPur;-TiPE6_nuTPUT ,PJijCH) --- .. - -- -- -- . 
C ••••• PlJnl •• ~AM I..M\lOL I~ UFSJGNf.O TO foIEQGE T.O OPTHOOONAL PLA~Eq DISTRIBUTIONS 
C o~ ANIiI.F!> I'-1TO plF'lJJ TRUF. TIo4F1EE SPACE DISTQJeUTtOflf OF "~OLES. THF. 
t "Pl:l'ntEuonE lNVULVrifurnRMfNfNo rn-J(jiNf-p"Aoii.iFffi.lTy· '0" -ANY FiA'IR -6, 
C Mr,U.~IP .• " 111 nEnREES IN T!-IE ~l ANO 25 OEGREES IN THE 1Z PLANES I AND 
.. "~I"'HNU ' IE JOINI __ ~"O~!l!.l .. !!L!~_l~L!!,~EL~P-~'~ !!!!IJ.t..~$SQ~'~tE_D_ ~U~_ 
- -----C- T~F.. UI'ITHUG ',iL PATio! tF.X .... 11) AND 25 DEGREE PAIR II'ORMS .. 9 •• DEGAEE 
C MIr,LE IN T~REf S"ACEI. SEVEgAL CnM81NATlnNS 0' PLANER 'AIAS CAfoi FoaM 
,,,-----{- -- A,SmL~H~~~]S~~C.M-~~~~Nmm~-lilMr-~~EtL~t~~51d.'Ar~D'~~1~mT--
C PPflBAHILlTlES OF ALI. Tt-'E O~T .. mGONAL PAIAS ~rllCH 'ORM T"'E THAEE SPlCE 
c __ ~~!ll- '~!~Q.@!.'!. _l"E I '_Q"1:'.~JJjt 5 J"t ..1~~.Li~~!;LA_t~9~UO!!!![ILB y_~~ ____ _ 
e ~ AI",$ OF AtJGLES IN FIliE OrG~EE INCAEMENTS I1ET"EEN 1 ANO 19 DEGREES. THE 
C O~Tpur r~n~ PPOG~AM THETA (~ATQl. of THREE SPACE ANGLES' ACTS AS INPUT 
_I!.:"::.... ____ c~ TO THIS PPC'lGAAM. 
e.;;~"'-----·--------------
c 1\1 (t,j\lMREA OF OQTHOGONAI.. pAIRS TO BE M[RolED' 
C rHfTAJO (MATQIX OF THAE~ SPACE A~GLES) 
e AAS[J( i1U~-ilfiS£VAL.UE"" 'ijrLrlTFiiiCfToP4 5ATTfA"4=USEO BY 'OLLOwING .-
C ~pnGR4M' 
C ~VtJEV".AVDFVv (AlJEQAGE O~vt"TlON IN T"'E Ol"AACTtON 'ATTEAN- USED e Bv THE-FOt."clYwllJcl--PROGPi~--·---··--------·--------- _. _. --
C xl,Vl (ARRAY~ CONTAINING THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE 
C ORTHOGON~l:.. SCEN~..§.' ____________________ _ 
c ..... hVtPOI 
C PRQFlll.lA' (TWpEE SPACE LEAF ANOLE onnUaUTtON) 
c IJH(lR 110-22, I BASEJt ,BASE v • AvOEVX .'YOEI/V} 
------1:'--.. ------------.. ------------- - --------------.-
r 
3.; r. 
----------lffilEI'fIrf1)N-mlr;-;I'W;9T2F2'- ---------------.. ----------- --
OI~fNSInN THETA3DI19.191 •• Z(19),YZI19I,PROeI22) 
35 
45 
51/ 
-g ••• RE Arr~JfG'lRrT~--­
c 
---'5.,.n.,-;~a:~lnir~f)-N------------,---------.---_ .. _-----
DO 10 ,-1,19 
-------".5~; ::-;:::~;;~~g:";::;~':;8~H ~ 5: THEl'1~ tr~~_. J_.~.!_19_' ____ -----------------
c 
WDITEI6t"lU) 
610 FORMAII>I 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 6 
.u 65 70 --r;---ev--,s ----lIU----- --IIISEX-"IVIJEVr-IIlSU- - IV -- .. -
::tOEVY·,I/I, 
C ••• ftE 10 I "pal t a 2 "1rNO 11 U IST'R'tmmO'l'i"'"'O"rJRGtE"S -mIT Tl'EtJl-RESPEI!TTV£-SlSE" --.-
C Arm AvERAr.E OEvIATION VAL.UES) 
C 
- 00 IOU tTal,q ----------- ------------
pEAD 15.S?n) IBILt.I),t-l.a, 
~5~5-----~I~.WO-~;::f:;;j:~~;"I";~~~:;F.~SlS) (DILl' ~~.!_~1.~!.!.'. ____ _ 
51S FORMAT(8Fl~.S) 
1320 FnPMATfIIJ1lt2FlO.S) --------':::::..;,O;.,.r~20~.~----- ---..... --.--- - .------ -.--
on 12~ 1-'.19 
xu ",*4;;:;;;#1) .:;:pq; 
, 
I 
r 
60 llill-Oitoi,1J 
BASE,II,aBeL'.1) 
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______ ~_ AVDEVX.R (L_I,,,,2,,''--____ _ 
\i!5~vmr--
00 115 "U.Ll.~ 
6S 00 15n '-1,19 
-------- -"nYZTI(lTII'''''O ,';'Hj;':',;;'I1--- ----.-.------- -- - ----- ---- --- ---
BASEY·SCHI.l) 
I,VDEVYaRIa41,2' 
150 CONTINUE 
10 C 
---~'-'-'iA~~~Wi,,~g~N~~~\~m~JJ!- .'~~ _P_A1.!'_S _'!!Q.~~,'BN_J:"'~'VAQ'@!!UIJ.!LIQ __ . 
C 
DO 2') 1=1,22 
-r!------c~riT.~~--------------
". 
0030 X_!,t9 
Ort 30 Jel.19 ----;11\~rrt1'ME'TT'·]O~lr"~J-n".S.J/5.') ---
30 PRnBCINDEx).PR08CINOE~).I"Ztl'.XZ(J)' 
C 
C ... A~N BAsE AfflrlVE'JlRrDE'vl4uON v~· 
C 
PRoe (191 -P,ASEx 
-----------""JI1I1jB"l7i\"'J"A1iD£vr---- --------------.-.--------.----- ----
85 p p nBC21,.AASEY 
PPoB(22'·.VDEvY 
-------0-------------------- --. ------ .------.---
C •• ,GENERATE OUTPUT 
C ~-----~--~Tn~~~~~~ --_.- .--------- --------WAtfEtfu6zoi iPRb8ilj.tim~--
620 FnRMI,TI,B'5.2,SX,.'8.!,/1 
. _________ ~ PUNCH 70S. (PAOBII,. I-t.Zit 1;s-rnqPATceFin;sr--------
C 
----.--------- .. _------
~ __ . ___ ~ ••• CONTrNUE PRnCESS UNT! ILL ~.!~S HAYE BEEN CONVOLuTED _____________ _ 
175 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
slhp 
100 END 
1%oa; 
r
:' .. 
:-
! ; 
~ : .•. ~. ' 
r t, , 
L ~~ \' 
! ' h 
.,\ . 
I 
~I Exhibit C-4. PROGRAM ORTHOG. 
Program Name: ORTHOG 
Subroutines Required: PLOT 
Narrative: 
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ORTHOG determines the three-space distribution of angles from 
pairs of digitized orthogonal photos. In addition. it outputs a 
microfilm plot of each view. 
Control Card Input: 
Card 1 
Column 1-40 
Card 2 
Col urnn 1-10 
Co 1 umn 11-20 
Column 21-30 
Card 3-n 
Column 1-10 
Column 11-20 
Column 21-30 
(4AI0) 
{
IlO) 
no) 
no) 
(FlO.5) 
(FlO.5) (FlO.5) 
(LTIT) 
{
NPLANT) 
NLEAF) 
NPTS) 
(z) 
(X) 
(V) 
Title for plat 
Plant numbering sequence 
Leaf numbering sequence 
Number of digitized 
poi nts/l eaf 
Z coordinate of a digi-
tized point 
X coordinate 
V coordinate 
• 
continued for as many columns and cards needed to describe a leaf 
Cards n-+ 
Repeat cards number 3 and 3-n format for remaining leaves and plants. 
(i"f'- 444 
, 
. 
, A. 
/ 
'~ : 
I 
I 
'{\FliP" R·T '" I·P i., I %\., (. ¢ 
I ( 
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PROGRAM ORTHOG(INPUT.OUTPIJ1,TAPES-INPUT,TAPE6.0UTPUT,PUNCH,FIL"'Pt., 
C ••••• PHOGRAH URTHQG IS ~ESIGN£O TO TAKE THE 010lTI1EO DATA ,AON O~THOGON.t. 
. C---·-vn:WS'XlAt.I.,.-VZj AND CON!fTl'llCf iN· iSsIRiCT-T1<Ut SPActRfPol5r.fiTlo_-
C Of THE OHIGINAL PLANT. THE PAOO~'N SAMPLES THE THAEE SPACE LINEAR 
• C SEGMENTS COMPRISING T"E PLANT TO DEVELOP A DISTRIBUTION 0' INGLES 
. ------C ----"F"URMlollV· THE-Ll-.VES-OF THE-PLiNY;- ~ . - ----.-----~- ----. ---
C ••••• INPUT 
C NPL~NT (BOOkKEEPING NUH~ER OF THE PLANT' 
--.---- '--. "C".--~ -'°"""RLEAf!IBfiOKKEEPfNO-NUHBERASSIGNEoTO-t.ACHLEAF OF THE PI. ANT , 
IU C NPTS l"'UMBEFt OF POINTS OE'ININO EAr,H LEA', 
C LTIT (APRAY CONTAINING THE TITLE FoR THE MICROFILM PLOT) C -'Z' ivEtlbA cofiTiUHNO- fHl-t- COOROf,.ATESf------ ---- - --- - ~-- .- - -'-.-
C .IC ((VleTOR CONTAINING THE. COUROINATES) 
C .lCCIV~CTOR CONTAINING TH~ Y COUPDINATES' 
15- - . -C- --- ··LCTIfIl£ANlIUy·.·slUONED VliH loiLE IN~ leiTiNG THE NUMUER 0' -LEi VES ,. 
e MTE5T (AN INTERNAL VARIABLE USED TO FLAG. NEw MICPOFILM PLOT' 
_ C . P~ TA!.-:'~ !!_,-ANAA!~_USEP TU .~Q~_~~_ Y~VALU~_~_BE PLOTTED, _ ~ ___ _ 
l: PROB IARR~Y 1jf" THE PR01!Ai!ILITIES FOR ANGLES 0-90 DEGREES' 
C COSTH (THREE SPACE ANGL~ FOPMEO 8y A LINE SEO"'ENT' 
lU c ••••• OUTPUT 
. c· - PROS -fOISTRJBuTi"O,.- OF TI'tREESPAcEANULES. PRINTER, PUNCH) 
C FILf. PLOT OF T~E XZ AND VZ VIEWS OF THE PLANT 
~ 
.~----C-.------.--.-.--- . 
25 C 
c 
t ••• INIlIALlzt PARAMETERS 
--:III" -----C-------·~----- -------
H'EST-l I NLJNES_O t LI-0 S RSUM_O. 
00 3 1_1.18 
- ---- . -- ·-PLTXHJ01i;-- ----.--
PLTY r J) -0. 
PICZCU·U. 
flXZHr.o. 
3 PROf'(U-O. 
c 
S RASUM_ft. S RY$UM_O. 
---"""l;;;-;PElrr·PI:ll1-,.TTLE--·--···------- ------~-.--------- -
·to C 
45 . 
5. 
S5 
READ (&,-;UO, Cl"!JTfIhl#!tIt, 
500 FaRHAt c.'ltB 
c 
(; ... PEAU VARIABLE~ DECjCRIBING _A ~EA!"_ c --
10 AlAD 1!:I,52UJ '''PLANT.NLEAF.NPfS 
520 FURMA~ ~3J lC.H 
C 
t. , . TE~T FOR A t<,ilw PLANT 
C 
C 
C •• ,TEST rOR lNU OF DATA SET t .. - -_.. . -. 
12 IFWLE,AF.EIJ.O' Go TO 1000 
C 
- -C-.'. ~A!S[r,N lhTtHliAL PAphlf TEAS 
C 
! _ MS.¢! ttL. 
r 
t 
! ,. 
[-
, 
. r 
i 
." 
'0 
15 
I 
I 
r"~' 
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r.I(ILll.f'IIPTS 
c 
-----CO';-;'RE"lU' CUORDJNIT!$ 0' I LEAF 
C 
C 
05 C ... ASSIGN EACH THREE SPAC~ ANGLE TO ON~ 0' TH! 5 D!OA~~ INnAVALS BET"!!N 
-----e------o lflillntlJil!U~-'i;;£L!NmonH~ LiNt SEGMENT INDlcins THE-A£-LATIVE 
C .EIGHTING OF THE ANGL~ 
-------9---,"Nb"'E"JC"'o"''P'''bs''''''H'''.,.S:-."".''''5-.----------------
90 '.PRO~IJ~O!X'.R 
-1.-------
..100 
C 
C ••• GENtRATL INCNEMENTAL OUTPUT 
L tlINLTNEs.tg-.ofiio t01!1"---------------
IfINLlh~S.LT.551 GO TO 16 15 NLINUoO 
ilNiTEii;60il, 
600 FU~MATC.1PL'NT 
L !~ ______ QZ 
16 NL1NESaNlINE$.t 
LEAF 
O. 
.1 vi Z2.2 
f.HET. ___ , _ TH~Z _____ TIIYZ'.L __________ _ 
~RI'EI6,605' NPL'N'.NLEA',ZILltL2.1.,.'Ll,L2-1',YCL1.L2.~"lILI.LZ 
.. _ ...... ___ I"JlC~"L2"YILltl,.?,' !o~,O~!~:t .• e(UinhTI:t!Z1-t~!l. ___ .. __ ._ .. ______ _ 
605 'OAMAT (ie •• 12,e .. U,lX.:'l3x.3" .1, .3 .. ,,".3, 
100 CONTINUL 
----,--
_ 00 TO_ 10_ 
t ••• CALCULATE PROBABILITY OISTRI8UTION 'OA THE tNTJRE PLANT 
C 
ORIGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUAUfiI 
; pal ¢. iT kfS Mi 
, 
/ 
I 
r 
1"0 
1?':i 
130 
IJ5 
ho 
1.'00 CUNTINUE. 
MlEST.'''Pl ANT 
SUM_D. 
XSU"'.U. 
VSUtl=O. 
OU i!iO l;l.-fi:t 
ASUM_XSUM.PXZCI' 
YSUMaYSUH'PYZ'II 
?lO StJMaSUiihPRliq tI I 
UO ?20 hltlS 
p~Z I .• '.P~.ll U II(C;U~ 
PYlIII.PYllt'/YSUN 
220 PRO" (I I CPI-lI)R I I I/SU~ 
C 
C-;. ",GENERAl- ·PHI NTER OUTPiiT 
c 
NPaNPLANT-1 
w~ltEit.-.625i NP 
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(,25 F(lRMAT"II •• PUOBARIt.ITY*,I,. OF ANGLE •• lX •• 5 1fI I!' 20 i' 
IS 3Y ___ __ 3~ __ ,0 OS 50 _ 55_.0_ 6S __ 7L 75 8JL_ BS __ JO 
2 FOR PLAUT-,Il.') 
wHlTElb,folOI IPPO""II,lal,Ut, 
. ______ 630 E\!!!'lAH_. __ 3_sP-!~E .• ,1!IICS_.lL ________________ _ 
WHllEUn6551 IPXl('I.I.l,l~1 
655 FORMATe· Xl .,18FS.2, 
i45 
~HU.U~,6~~jf'fZUJ t1.~lu!l.L __________ ~ ___ _ 
665 FOHMAT'- vZ e,}AFS.2) 
WHJTElb.~351 RC;UM 
_________ f:tlS_ FUR...MlliL.l~_O_t!L_PL..!tlLJ.t!fi'HH ••• E.6'~.'l3LI __ 
c 
ISS 
1.0 
170 
i1=; 
C ••• GEN~RATE PUNCHED OUTPUT 
__ ~ __ ~C_ BASE;l.--- _ .. --~--. 
PUNCH lf1S.NP,R5IJH 
.. 70S fURM~J.CH"o.,n.!I.ftL. ___ . ___ " ______________________ _ 
PUNCH 'lO.IPRQRIII,t.l.l~) 
110 FORMA,ce'lU,S' 
_______ \;.. __ .1'~~~H_1..9..U1!l!S.V~ ___ • __ . ____ .____ _ ___ ___ ____ ___ _ _ ___ _ 
c 
c 
c 
C 
lUl FURMATClux.ZFln,SI 
PUNCH 710, (P)(ZIII,tal.181 
PUNCH 191,R.YSVM __ _ _ 
PUNCH 710, CPYZ(l, ,hhlf:l, 
t ••• GEN~RATE FILMPLOT C "- OUTPUT 
DlJ 165 hhLl 
KTEs,al 
MiilKKCi'-
00 160 J_I,"'l 
PlTXIJI.XCI,JI 
PI..TYIJI·ZU.J' 
160 CONTtNUt. 
t CALL p .. on"'LTX,pI.TY.l.KTEsr.MI.I..UTt 
) 6S CUNTINuE 
IIU 175 hl.U 
"'TESTal 
",hICK«l, 
DO 170 J.h~tl 
PL.TXIJ'=YCI,JI 
I 
I 
I 
f 
l. 
; ~-
.£ 
t-
Il 
.... !1 v ... f Ii d: 
f[ 
II L , , 
, . 
, , 
~- ~ 
'!- -
19S 
1 'itO 
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SU8ROUTINE PLOTIX,V,HVIEw,KTEST,KK.LTIT' 
DIMENSIUN X(20"Y(2n,.LTITI.' 
----------
------ ---Ynmsr.ur.n-uo -f6-4jj-- --------- - -- ---
CALL FRAME 
S CALL SETCO •• l •• 0.'1 •• -4"'~'~.~'~'.~1~.~.~7U.~.~1~1 _________________ _ 
----------CIl:Ls~T~INEr11 ---
10 
CALL FRSTpTI_3.5._.S, 
CALL STHINGf~TITI 
t#(HyIEW,EQ.21 00 TO 20 
LVIE~.lOHIUX VIEW'. 
60 TO 3u 
20 LVIEW-iU"SUY viE." 
30 CALL FR5TPTC] •• -.~, 
CALL STHINGILYIEW' 
-1S--------CALL LII"4El";;J;;ii~ '-1 •• 6,) 
CALL LINEI-J.t~"'.,~.1 
_______ "~ ..f~L~_LltlE '.:!!...!.!!.!1 .. • "1',1 ... 
CALL L1NEf3 •• 0.,-~ •• n., 
40 HZ_KK_l 
20 00 100 hltH2 
.- -.,--- ---- xP1.-.xfH----- -.----.-- ------------------------------. 
YPTI-Yel, 
~pn~"I).l' 
--YPT2;YfhU---- ---- --< -- -_.- _. 
CALL L'NEIXPT1.YPT1 •• PT2.Y~T21 
100 CONTINUE 
RE tu'A"N-- ---. 
END 
\. "UP ,;;oat {AU" 4$ its'M2M! 
, .. ----
r 
I 
Exhibit C-S. PROGRAM SUFU. 
Program Name: SUFU 
Subroutines Required: MODIFY 
FEATURE 
SMEANS 
INVERT 
Narrative: 
lSO 
ADDSUB 
TRNSPO 
MATMPY 
k,*!'4X#U4r+e A_ ;,.,J. A.","!' 
i' , 
SUFU is a classification routine for comparing a spectral signa-
ture of an area with unknown LAI with the spectral signatures of 
several areas of known LAI, in order to infer the LAI of the unknown 
area. Subroutines MODIFY, SMEANS and FEATURE are user defined and 
allow for the modification of the input data. Output consists of a 
C-factor matrix, calculated divergence, and a printer plot of diver-
gence. 
Control Card Input: 
Card 1 
Column 1-10 ( llO) (NSIG) No. of "effects" 
Column 11-20 (llO) (NPL T) No. of "plots" 
Column 21-30 ( llO) (NWAVE) No. of vlavelengths 
Column 31-40 (110) (MODVAR) Flag to modify co-
variance matrix 
Col umn 41-50 ( 110) (MODM) Flag to modify mean 
vector 
Col umn 51-60 (110) (IFEATV) Flag to derive fea-ture vectors 
Card 2 
Column 1-10 (AlO) (I DENT) Identification of 
"plot"/"effect" 
Card 3 
Column 1-10 (FlO.S) (MEANS) Mean vector of "plot"/ 
"effect" 
Card 4-n 
Column 1-BO (BFlO.5) (COVAR) Covariance matrix of 
"plot"/"effect" 
i4S4.&J Us:;:;:; 
I 
i 
\ 
I 
I 
. ##.44 ¥.fir -Z¥ 
I 
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Exhibit C-5. Continued 
Cards n-+ 
Repeat cards number 2, through 4-n for remaining mean vectors and 
covariance matrices of all of the "effects" and "plots". The order 
of entry is all of the "effects" data first, followed by all of the 
"plot" data • 
. 1 
#" s; 1~2i\&P'f'"J 8411j 
, 
I 
>1·' 
, '.,~ ) 
} 
;(-
1, 
152 
RllO C~.S05' NSIO. NPLT. NWAVE, MDOVAP, MUDM, JFEATV 
~US ,IJRHAT CUUO' 
..,.. 
"1' 
KSTP.NSIO • NPLT 
------ibi1unzou L.ItKST·~P.!-.-----------·--------
R~AU C~.5101 IDENTC~I 
510 FORMAT IAIOI 
READ ,5,'151 IMtANSCL.JI .J.f'NWAV~' -----. ---------------
OU ~ou '.ltNW'VE 
4i¢ Mb 
~"Q~ _____ _.~_iRTI~~AD~rCbn.n5n151 CCOVARCI,J'LI.J·l.N~'VEI _________________________ _ 
-- 515 FURMAT CanO.5' .-
200 CUNTlNU~ 
25 
40 
---.-- -- ------. 
C 
_
_______ -iC.!o.!O!;O S",HOUTH nfANS 
C - ------------
216 CUNTlI4Ue. 
50 CALL SHtANS INS1G,NWAVE.MLANS, 
.Rn[T"6~----· ------.---... ---.-.---
618 fURHATC-'.,sx •• S~OOTHEO MEANS uSED IN CA~(ULATIONS •••••• 'II 
OU 21H la,.NSIG -
-------2 ..1n • .-"ilfnE1o.'JTr"H~rlNffii""JTiJ·l.N •• VIT------- ---.- - -~. 
S5 611 FUAHATUtlXtI2.S,l.8FIO.51 
217 HClFEATV.EQ.lI GO TO 7U3 Go TO 21; ~--------.---
C 
C ••• OET~RHINE Ntv ~~ATURE VECTOHS 
·)RIGINAL. PAGE JB 
JF POOR QUA.Ll'HJ 
'1 
i 
I 
1 
-'I 
I 
I 
.' , 
'f ' 
i 
t, 
I ~ , , ;:; [ 
f (. [ 1 
, 
t 
, 
I , , 
t : "' •. _14$.*'\)·; If r¥¥4 4 i-
153 
bO 
_
_______ ~ CALL Ft.ATIJREINUM ."E'NSt.!!!..t.bl.!.M2.L2'M3.bJ!M',~ 
WHITE(o.e02) HUH, MJ,Ll,M2tL2.MJ.L3.M4'~' 
t 
8U2 FORMITIIIIII.12,e NEW FE4'UkE VtCTORS ~~R~ DEVELOPED. TH!Y 'AE •••• 
• '"------CC.--'I:..~.-. tLt..!... __ EfANO •• 12,. I bANO_, 12., 
65 
C ••• ENTER PLUT LOOP 
t 
1.19 DU 400 ~.KST.KS1P 
C 
-",~o~ ___ ~c~.~.u.ICENTI'Y APPROPAIAI~ ~EAN VECTOR l~'HJANCt MATAIX 'OR PLOT 
C 
'5 
80 
90 
C 
DU ;.20 ld.NW'VE 
220 
.11 
DU 225 Jal,N.'VE 
tEMpcl,Jj·CovARCI,J,L, 
225 CONTlNU~ 
GU TO 2_S 
C •• ,MODIFY MtAN VECTOR AND/OR CUVARIANCE MATA1X 
OU 211 Jal,NWAVE 
231 CMATfl,J'.COVAR(I,~,L' 
---------em-l!Ou If v CCHAT .ar--
DU 24U 'al.NWAVE 
_~r-______ -V0~U.;2'Q J_l,NWAVEo ________________ _ 
~5 TEMPII.JI.eci,JJ-
240 CUNTINUt 
WHITE Cb,b8U IDENT IL' 
----0---.6'"8."'""Arllll.. MoiiIFm-oHOlE"''''N'''V'''E'''cf'''o'''R'''''''U'''O'/O'''R'''C''O'"V"'j.R"I."N"C ... E"'."ar .. R"I" ..... "'OR.---
1 MUN ••• ~.,A10) . 
100 
IUS 
C 
t •• ,PRWl ME.N VECTOR 
C 
AND COVARIANCE MATRix at ~LOT usEe iN caLCULATIONS 
C 
245 ~RITE(6,715' ,.'VlfJ.ll.J-l.4, 
115 FURMAtIS,ju.!) 
au 10 1-"4 
WRITE (1.1.715, CTEMP C 1 ,JI ,J-l •• , 
10 tONTiNU~ 
C ••• ENT~A EFF~CT LOOP &lor-------~t~~~~~-~~~~-----------------------
QU 400 M.l.NSIG 
C 
----o---;Ci'-,:c,:c,'I'lIDE"'Rt try IPpR~I~TlJ1f"""lRO tOY'R~lNTi-nA-rF"F '''E''C''f'--
C 
!!.fl ______ -;0;;",._ 247 hi ,NV"'YE. 
DU 247 .... !'~WAVE 
51G, Cl,.", -D. 
247 C;UNIINUI:. 
1 
I 
I; 
- ! 
'.--
I 
I 
) 
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Jf (MOUVAR.EQ.I, 00 TO 260 nu 25" h.·NtII'AA.IIV£f ________________________ _ 
.AV211,1,_HEANSCM,JI 
00 2S0 "'-I,NIIIAVE 
___________ ~~~S'a211,J'.~A.8A~I~t~.J~.~M~)~ ________ . ____ __ 
250 CUNTlNU~ 
125 
130 
135 
155 
GU TO ~)o 
C 
C ••• MODIFY M~AN VECTOP ANDIOR COVARIANC~ MATAlX 
C 
2bO CUNTlhUt. 
DO 262 '_I,NwAvt 
262 XAvi,l,l,_MEANSIM,11 
DO 261 hh.t.lWA~E 
DU C!61 "'_hNWAYE 
261 CMATII,.",.COYARII.J.H, 
. ____ -lC~A~i-. MUU_I.U!CMAI.J.!!UI __ _ 
DO 2C1!J l-hNWAYE 
DU 26S "'-l,NWAYE 
51021 I , • .u_se I,ol' 
265 CUNHNUt. 
"HITE 1~;6al' 10ENT 1M, 
c C ••• PAINT MEAN YECTOR-AND COVAAJANCE MAlAIX Ot ~'FECT USED IN CALCULATJONS 
C 
C 
2Io_~~!J~~?l5L [JIAV.2J,l •. I.l..!..t!I.!!l _____ . __ . 
00 20 '-I,. 
WAJTEI6,TlS, (SI02Cl.ol' ,..1-1.4, 
20 CUNT JNUt. 
C ••• CALCULATIUNS FOR C·, ACTORS 
C 
""ITEIO,656, ~,M'--------'---------------------
656 FURMAT./II,_ C-FACTORS FOR PLOT.,13.- AND LAI EF'ECT-.13,1.- C 
IALCULATION STEPS COMPLETEQ •••• ' 
C 
C ••• OET~~MINt INVERSE 0' COVARIANC~ MATAICES C • 
TiH£".~[~.~1----------------------·-------
WPITEC6,651' lWHEAE 
651 FORMATIII,110' 
.4 
100 C .---- --._-----------------
C ••• ASSIGN CUVAAIANCE 
t; 
HATPIX OF PLOT TO 1I10AKlf~G MATRlX 
-00 21 I-it' 
DlI 27 Ja l,4 
16S. ___ . ___ ~ Sial C I ,.'.TEMP II,J.''-__________ _ 
it-'CONTINUE --
t CALL INVERT CSI61.~WAVE' 
CALL MArRIX(lU.',4,0,SIG),4,DETR~' 
--.---- -----W-lij(ju 1_1.4 - .. --.----.- -- --.---. 
17t1 lOtiO WHITEf6,6911 ISIGICl.JhJ-l •• , 
. _____ ~6~4~~l!:F20.SL_. ____ . ______ ~ .. ___ .. __ . _________ . __ ._.0. ___ _ 
WHITE(b.651l IWHERE 
t CALL INVERTISIG2,~.AVE' 115""----------cILL"if(nrmn ..... OosIGl! .. ;D"EUil-'--· ---.-- •. -----.. - -----.--
ou 100!' 1_1,4 
10tll WUITEC6,6911 fSlG2U.-tItJa1!.4' 
4 rUG;;:' $ #j 44\j 
, 
:' 
oJ 
" 
'~ 
;'~ 
1 , 
,! 
,; , 
, 
~. "'t " ;/! 
.f 
r 
r 
I 
i 
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C 
' ••• SUBtRACT APPROPAJ'I!,-".~E~l~N-LV~~C~T~U~'~!~ ____________ _ 
180 C 
~IU8~S~ ______ --R6~~ 
190 C 
C.,.TAKl TRANSPOSE OF SUBTRACTEU MEAN VECTORS 
C 
1.HERE·~ 
_r.>o.-____________ ~"~RCfIT~16'6SI' I"HERE 
195 CALL TRNSPO ,V,etHwa,,! ... 
WRJTElb.69U Ie Cl.J' ,J- •• 4) 
UH"~AE..6 
"HITElb,6SI' I"HERE 
CA~~ T~NSPO II,D,N.aVE,I' 
-.t __ --.!.e:""-I.!.!T~16,6911 10 !u-"u,J"I,-"o'-' _____________ . zoo 
~ ••• MULTIPY U~RIVED VECTORS 
------------ -, --- riiHERE" ---------
~05 
C 
"HITE'6;651' I"HERE 
CALL MA1HPV 'V,C •• l •• ,l.41 
bu lOoi h ... 
lOu2 WHITEC6.69lJ I'll n,"'hJat.4J 
I.HERta, 
OiiITfE~l65ilhHER£ 
C'LL MATMPY 'Z,O,"2.4.1.4' 
DU 1003'1.1,' 100l wRITEi6.6ii IWZII.JJ.J- ••• i 
Z!.IS~ ______ -7c~.,,-.~ •• ~U~~~T,IP~Y INVERSE OF cOVARIANC~ 
- r; MATRICES By '~E OE.I~£O MATRICES 
IIilHERE_9 
-
--______ , _______ -1.~HrlrT E=.n16;;' 6511 !WHERE CALL Mif~v_T!tUl,Wl.f1~·~, •• 7 •• ~,.~,.------'---------------· 
ou 1004 ·,-It. 220 
_
____________ ~IO~O • • "I'fCb"'1' C'AClfl.JI,J-l,') 
--riRERE-1O 
"RITEI6,6SI' IWHER£ 
225 
CALL MA1MPY fSlG2.Wl.'AC2'4,4.4,' ______ . ________ _ 
---UO IOUS 1-1 • ..-------- ._-
JOOS WRITEI6.691' t'AC2(I.JJ,J_l,., 
C 
C ••• tikE T"E fAACE Ur-fHE-~IRlL-~lCeOCl1!nlM1TqleE5 
~ . 
'3",0~________ COhO.~. ______________ _ 
---eti"m. 
ou 325 J-ltNWAVE 
_
________________ -iC:ijU~I;-. CO I • F At II J, J I 
cui! • . ~-ntllJfJT" 
325 CONTI NUl 235 
hHERE-h 
-------
l 4 l 4 .. 4 ". 
/ 
r 
~~I rE Ib.bSl) lWHEqE 
L~HFTcL. .. NSIG 
-- -----~.-- _. . - -6 Ac'fffLsMFl ,Mj.col 
~40 C~ACT2tMtLSHFTJ·C02 
., .s. 
156 
._. __ ., ______ , __ .,.!I!!U;1~§pJ~LL.~~~Ql!M.L._J~~jL ~- ._- -.- .. ~' .-------.- -_._--.-
bob FuRMA11/,. C-F.eTOH FROM PLOTe,ll,. TO LAt EFFECT*,13,- IS-,F20 
1.~.I,lJA,.FRO" LAI EFFECT*,13 •• TU PLOT-,!] •• IS*,'20.5.11111111 1 1 
_________ ~Q_~PNtl~~ __ ____ _ - ---------'- ---------_ .. -----.-------.. - .. 
245 t.: 
C •• ,PRINT C-FACTOR MATRICES 
i: .----
--"--WHlTE Ib.b901------'------------ --_.--, - --------
WHlTEUu6S21 
____ -'6_5.1~. FIJRH~liL!'.L.b!.-. __ ~~~ AH.9B~ 1 Cf.§.'-.Li!..lilJ 
WlodTEltJ.6821 
6H2 FO~MAfllll,. FROM PLoTS TO EFFECTS·' 
OU 420 hltNPLT 
.-----. ---wHITETb",m I -'CFACrl ji."J"' ,·S;i",NSIO"")---
255 671 FURM~TI'OF12.31 
__________ '+?! CUNTlNU~ 
. WH i TE\oft;a3)"--
683 FORMAT tll/,· 
cOS 
FROM EFr~CTS TO PLOTS·) 
00 425 '-l,NSIO WRiit(bt611j 'jcFAcf2"cl-,:.lT ~-J-r.Npill - - -- -.--- --~----.---
425 CONTINUe. 
00 601 1.l,NSIG 
.,01 xAjJs-,l"i:i'f .. 
DO 600 t.._l,NPLT 
c 
--c;;',-,,-CiLCULATE. SU-FU OTSTANCES 'FHO"'-C-;FA(;TOR H"iTHiCES--
t 
wHlTEeb,6901 
--------~"69ij--FORMmiTi)· --
210 OlST=lUUOOOO, 
MIN_) • -------.~ '-I)ij 500~"=itNSIG'----- ---------. -- .- .---
SUFUO ("" _ (SQIH ICFACT2 (M,LI.·CFACTl It.. ,MI J J I (SQRT ,CFACTZe",L I) 
l+SQRTtcfACTl.tL,Mlll f;:TsuhiinHr~iE;tfiST) - GO TO -40 
60 TO ~o 
40 DlST=SUFUU I") 
- MTfJe;" - - .-- .. 
50 CorHINU~ 
c 
- C;~-.OU'ri5UfRml.lS 
c 
wHITElb,6621 L,M,SUFUDIMI 
- ----- ----- - - bbZ- ~MArc.- --,.HE"sEPARABliI Tret: rwrrN -PLUY*, 15'''--''NO -STMUL~ fE:~' -LA I 
2a5 lE~FEC1.,IJ,. IS·,FIO,SI 
500 CUNTINUe. 
--wHI tE""fSlli6"l) --UI'S-t; IOENT tMINI -
b67 F~RMATIIII,. T~E MINIMUM S~AIN-FU CLuSTER SEPA~ABILITY UISTA~CE 
1 1S.,FI0,5,. AS~OCIATEO w1TH LAI t.FFECT·,A10I -2~o ---_._ .. --_. CALL 'MAPA i5IxAxls~sTjFutJ;~ ,NsiG'rl[~Hti.VL.VH.iO~ EFFECT 
llOH Ol"~RG •• 10HOlv6 .. PLUT,I) 
600 CUNTlNUt. 
- - STOP -----'--
END 
" 
T 
I 
I 
I 
5 
10 
IS 
r o , 
i 
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SUBPOUTINE FEATURE (NUM,XAVG, "1.Ll.M~.L2.M3.L3.~4.L.' 
OlME~SlUN XAVGC13t~'~.~'~.~O~R~K~I~'~J~.'~'~ __________________________________ ___ 
u-;;fI •• ", Lhz 
Mb:U S LZ-O 
_
______ ~MJ~U I L3_0 
M"=OS~-----­
ou 10 "'-lt4 
_______ ~D~U~10 lal.13 
,ltWOFfI«(l • .J'*l. 
10 CIJNTlNUt. 
00 20 '-1.13 
lWORKlhU.--XAVGU.MlI I AAVOU.LlI 
20 CUNTIt.lUt. NUM"\., ~-~ _________________ _ 
Ou 30 ",al,4 
00 30 '*1.13 
XAVOCl.J'-XWORKII,J' 
--------
--- --------
----------
--------;lln:UNfIl'im:----- --- ------------------ ---
2. 
5 
RtTuHN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE SM~At.lS INSIG.N~AVE.MEANSJ 
Rt.AL Ht.ANS 113,4, 
15TOP~ N$1G - 1 -
DU 211 .J.l.NW~VE 
__________ 00 217 1.c,IST~O~P~~~ ________ ~~~~_ 
·Mt.ANS(l'JJ.!MEANSCI-l,J)/ •• J"MEANS'I,J'/~.I.'MEANscl 'l,J,/4,1 
217 CUNTlNUt. 
Rt.TUAN 
EtW 
SVBROUTINE HOOIFy (C.BI 
________________ .QlMENSION 1!.l!.-,~~~.l.!.J _____ _ 
----------OU 10 !Ch" 
ou 10 J a 1.4 
-2 ____________ Bt'_".Jl~~ ______ , .. ____ ~ _______ _ 
If'II.EQ.JI 80,.J)-.00001 
10 CUNTn~Ut. 
. _. __ .~U.~.RN_ 
<NO 
ORIGlNAll PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
I 
r 
T"" 
I 
SU~HOUTINE INVERT (A,N' 
158 
"'I 
r 
, 4421C;:; +''{'*I,( 
, 
c 
------,C,..·.-.... SUUh'OUl iHE INVEHT USES~ THt. GAUSS-JORDAN E~'HIN"TioN toIETHOO--yo-----
~ HtPLAtt. THE MATRIA. A •• ITM ITS INVERSE. IHE DIMENSION STaTEM~NT IN T~t. 
_5 ____ £ __ ~lN f'HUGHAM f'4UST "AYE It LISTED MATAU; 6UU,OZ HQ~Yl.hJ~f.~UAL NU'4HtB.... 
C MAIN PHUGHAM MUST HAVE A MATRIX OlMENSIUNt.D WHICH IS EQUAL OM LARGER 
eThAN Thl wORKING ~ATRIX IN THIS PROGRAM. iHE ACTUAL NUMBER OF ROWS 
____ -+c ANO COLUHNS Of .A. THAT ARE USED 15 SPEt.:.l!..ll.9...!..!.1!a 
C 
16 DIMENSIUN AC4 •• J,8(4),CC4),LZC4' 
DU 10 .... I.N 
10 LlIJ,aJ 
DU 20 '-l,N 
~r·5----
1(;;1 
V.AI·I~.I'I'----­
LillI-I 
.5 
LPaI.l 
If IN-LPJ 10',11.11 
11 ou 13 J-\.P.N 
W.AII.~J~I~~~uo~ 
1~ IABStW,-ABSIV', 13.13.12 
12 tcaJ 
, .. 
13 CUNTINUt. 
WfliTE Ibt615, Y 
b~~~~i~y~~~~_·51_. ____ . ________ _ 
CtJ,_Ac.ItIO 
AeJ,K,-ACJ,J' 
-.jOo-------------1ni.r.11.-CIJ~-----·--------------
lS 
•• 
',Il,JI=ACt,JI/Y 
15 fJlJI."U,.J) 
~-AC1,11~I.U/Y 
J=LZ e 11 
LiCU_LZIK, 
LlfKr-.r-
DU III KIII.N 
IfCI-IO If,,19.16 ----;I-;:b-;,DO~I~.nJ •• l.N . __ . __ 0-
II" 0-.11 17.18.17 
_______ -f1~7-:AIK.J).AIK.JI-aIJ).CIK' 
- 18 CVIlTINU.----
19 CUNTWUf. 
20 CUNTINUt. -.s------------~'O~V~2~u~o~I;.TI~.NU----· 
If" II-LZllll 100.200',100 
lU.O KII1.1 
-----"" 00 5011 JIIK.N 
Ifll-LzeJ" 500.600.501,1 
50 6UO MaLl II' 
-""---------l:lTl'i,-;.rLTzTtJTr' --_._-_._- - -.---.--- -----
.5 
Ll(J,cM 
DO 711u LlIl.N 
·-----eTtTiJTTtr.'--------------------
AII.L,-Ac.hL, 
71,10 A(J.LI.GILI 
. - ---·-s"olJ CONT I Nut 
200 CUNTINUt. 
Ht.TURN 
-------
.. -.- --~------------------
(l-JQM 
I 
.. 
r 
I 
t 
''',,is MPl:: 
! 
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SUBROUTINE '005U8 (A,BtC,M.N,VI 
c 
------tc.-.-.-.-."s"ua"o"o"u"'"j Tj "'NFE""DUSUB STORlS TI1E RESULT OF A+~ IN C - AND THE 
~ R~SUL' UF A-B IN •• MATRICES A,e,c,ANO , MUST ALL BE DIMENSIONED 45 
5 I; MAN ~AT~ICES __ .!!LTHE (:ALLIN~L~~~~AM. __ 
C 
DIMENSION AfM,NI,BIM.NI,CIM,N"VIM,NI 
OU 1 1=1." 
-----------Ou--l Jal,N------' ----
lu CII,JI=ACI,JI.SIJ,JI 
eu ,. 
___ L Y II ,J'cAll.J'-BJJ.L-!! _____________ _ 
---------- -_. 
5 
10 
15 
5 
'0 
RlTURN 
ENU 
SUBROUTINE HAT~PY (A.Ble,H.N,ll 
C 
c ••••• SU8ROUTINE HATM~Y MULTIPlIlS TWO MATRIC~5 (A-S, TOGETHER 
C ,AND STURES THt. RESULT IN C. THE UIMENstuN STATEMENT IN THE 
C MAIN PHUORAM MUST HAVE A DIMENSIONED AS AN MXN MATRIX. ·----~C~--nb MUst BE dIMENSIONED NXL 'NU C MUST'~'MENSI0NED MXL. 
C 
DIHENSIUN AtM,N,.BIN.LI.CCM,L, 
00 102 le1,H -
DU 102 "'-l,L 
saO. 
--------Ou '~I"O·I ,.".oole-,-N;-
101 S-S.ACI,K,eSfK,J, 
102 CU,JI-S 
----;a:fuRN 
ENO 
sUI:IRouT H'E TRNSPO (A,e,M,NI 
---------------
c ----------:C:.~.-.~.~.TTHHTI<S-.S"UH.DA"U .. U~T.I.N~E-.C •• ·L"C .. U.L •• TT.E.S-.T"H.E-.TD •••• N.S"_~O.S~.-..U.F-.T"H.E-"M~."Ncu" •• 'T.A'I~'-' 
C AND stORES THE RESULT IN ~. A MUST BE U1MlNSIONEO MIN IN THE 
C MAIN PHlIGRAH ANO_.JI_I.ISLS~E~N"."'"". ______________________ . ____ .. __ 
C 
01MlNSIUN AIM,NI,BIN,H) 
OU 10 I-I,M 
00 10 .:ollN 
10 81..1.1'-.(1 • ..1' 
_
_________ ~A:.TUAN 
Erm ----_._- -------------------- --- -_ .. -
